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HISTORY OF FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY

In 1851, state legislators provided for the establishment of two institutions of higher learning in Florida east and west of the Suwanee River. The purpose for these schools was to instruct men and women in the art of teaching all facets of a common school education, as well as to provide instruction in the mechanic arts; husbandry; agriculture; fundamental laws; and citizens' rights and duties. In 1856, when state representatives accepted Tallahassee Mayor Francis Eppes' offer of city-owned land and the Florida Institute's existing school building, Tallahassee became the western institution's permanent home.

Following the Civil War, the Florida Institute entered a period of growth and development. By 1897 it had become the first liberal arts college in the state, and in 1901 became Florida State College. In 1905, the Legislature reorganized Florida's educational system. The school became an all-women's college and was subsequently renamed Florida State College for Women. However, when World War II ended, returning veterans required additional educational resources. In 1947, the Governor signed an act of the Legislature returning FSCW to a coeducational institution and renaming it The Florida State University.

The 1950s and 60s brought further development and expansion with the addition of new colleges and schools, such as Business, Library Science, Social Welfare (later split into Social Work and Criminology), and Nursing. The 1970s and 80s saw the establishment of programs in African American Studies, Women's Studies, and the expansion and strengthening of the Liberal Arts Program. From 1957 to 2000, FSU opened study centers in Panama City, Republic of Panama; Florence, Italy; London, England; and Valencia, Spain. FSU's International Programs offers study opportunities that vary from year to year, but can include locations in Australia, China, Costa Rica, Croatia, Czech Republic, Ecuador, France, Ireland, Japan, Russia, and Switzerland. Additionally, The Center for Global Engagement hosts exchange programs in Jamaica and Germany (Beyond Borders).

Between 2001 and 2015, a new College of Medicine opened, and regional medical campuses were added throughout the state. In 2005, The Pathways of Excellence initiative was designed to competitively hire faculty to enhance the university's standing through a series of strategic goals. Most notably, benchmarks were met that led to FSU being named a preeminent university by the Florida Legislature, which set it on a path to become one of the top 25 public universities in the nation.

In each succeeding decade, Florida State University has added to its academic organization and presently comprises seventeen independent colleges. The University offers 267 bachelors, masters, and specialist degrees as well as 84 doctoral degrees, including the Juris Doctor in Law and the Doctor of Medicine. Recent efforts have been focused on elevating the university's reputation as a preeminent research institution; presiding over a one billion dollar fundraising campaign; advancing the university's academic and research mission; championing diversity and inclusion; becoming one of the most veteran-friendly campuses in the country; and welcoming the best and brightest students in the university's history.
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ORDER OF
THE CONFERRAL
OF DEGREES

The order in which the academic degrees are conferred has been established by tradition. Beginning with the newest college in the University, the degrees are conferred in succession, proceeding toward the oldest college. Therefore, at Florida State University, the Dedman School of Hospitality is first and the College of Arts and Sciences is last in the conferral of academic degrees.

Dedman School of Hospitality
Jim Moran College of Entrepreneurship
College of Applied Studies
The Graduate School
College of Medicine
College of Motion Picture Arts
FAMU - FSU College of Engineering
College of Fine Arts
College of Communication and Information
College of Social Sciences and Public Policy
College of Law
College of Nursing
College of Business
College of Criminology and Criminal Justice
College of Social Work
College of Music
College of Human Sciences
College of Education
College of Arts and Sciences

ACADEMIC REGALIA

Patterned after medieval university customs, today's academic regalia reflect the status, scholastic achievement, and wearer's academic discipline. The colors on the trimmings of doctoral gowns, the edging on hoods, and the tassels of caps worn by undergraduate candidates reflect the student's academic area of study.

The colors seen at an FSU commencement ceremony are traditional and include white for the arts and humanities, brown for the fine arts, golden yellow for science, light blue for education, pink for music, citron for social work, drab for business, purple for law, apricot for nursing, maroon for human sciences, and green for medicine.

The wearer's degree is reflected by their gown and hood. A gown worn fastened at the top that features long, pointed sleeves is worn by those holding a bachelor's degree. The master's gown, which is worn open, has long, chiseled sleeves with a slit near the upper part of the arm. The doctoral gown, also worn open, is faced with a broad strip of velvet and has crossbars of velvet on each sleeve. The bars may be of black velvet or of colored velvet indicative of the degree's discipline and will agree with the hood's edging.

Hoods are worn by those holding graduate degrees. The doctoral hood is longer and more elaborate than the master's hood. At FSU, the lining of the hood is garnet and gold representing the University's colors. However, a faculty member who holds a degree from another college or university wears a hood whose lining is in the colors of his or her alma mater, with edging that represents his or her academic discipline.

The color of the undergraduate candidate's cap tassel indicates the candidate's degree. Graduate candidates-for-degree usually wear black tassels; however, the doctoral cap may have a tassel of gold thread. At the time the bachelor's degree is conferred, the tassel is changed from the right to the left side of the cap. Thereafter, it remains on the cap's left side.

The continuity of these academic symbols dates from the Middle Ages, and tradition dictates that they should be departed from as sparingly as possible, not only to preserve the symbolism of pattern and color, but for utility, as well.

Students who are wearing cords in today's ceremony are graduating with a degree of distinction. This distinction is based on all college work attempted and is awarded only to undergraduates. Students must have a 3.5 grade point average to graduate Cum Laude (gold cord), a 3.7 grade point average for Magna Cum Laude (garnet cord) and a 3.9 grade point average for Summa Cum Laude (garnet and gold cord).
COMMENCEMENT
MARSHALS AND SUBCOMMITTEES

HEAD MARSHALS

Susan Fiorito
James Hunt
Samuel Lloyd
Rochelle Marrinan
Geoffrey Thomas
Mark Zeigler

MASTER/SPECIALIST MARSHALS

Heather Bishop
Brandon Bowden
Craig Filar
Sara Hamon
Sandy Lewis
Allison Peters
Annette Schwabe

DOCTORAL MARSHALS

Kacy King
Jillian White
William Woodyard

CONVOCATIONS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Kimberly Barber,
Kyle Clark, Taylor Gomez, Sally McRorie, Joe O'Shea

Summer Commencement 2020  FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE DEGREES
John Thrasher, President, Presiding

FRIDAY EVENING

Procesional
Pomp and Circumstance

Sir Edward Elgar
Florida State University
FSU College of Music Choirs

(Those who are able are requested to rise when the Procession enters and to remain standing through the Pledge of Allegiance led by Chastity Wofford and the National Anthem)

Welcome and Comments
President Thrasher

Welcome
Mr. Jonathan Levin
Student Body President

Introduction of Speaker
President Thrasher

Commencement Address
Mr. J. Leonard Hamilton
Head Coach, FSU Men’s Basketball

Conferring of Academic Degrees
President Thrasher

Recessional
March on the Hymn to the Garnet and Gold

J. Dayton Smith
Arranged by: Charles Carter
Dr Patrick Dunnigan, Conductor
FSU College of Music Choirs

(Those who are able are requested to stand for the Recession)
THE MACE
With origins in the Middle Ages, the mace is an ornamental staff that symbolizes the authority of the university president.
The Florida State University mace, created from native black walnut and gold-plated silver, was designed by Ivan Johnson, FSU Professor of Art. The woodwork is the effort of James C. Smith, 1992-93 Lawton Distinguished Professor of Psychology, and the metalwork the product of FSU alumnus Donald Vodicka.
The university marshal bears the mace before the president as the academic procession enters and retires from academic convocations.

THE MEDALLION
The medallion, which hangs on a heavy chain and bears the university Seal, was first presented to then FSU President Bernard Sliger by the Alumni Association at the revived Fall Convocation in 1988. John Thrasher is the sixth president to wear the brass medallion as a symbol of the office at formal academic functions. The Alumni Association has also presented all living former presidents with this badge of honor.

THE BANNER
The Banner is the highest ranking of the armorial ensigns, types of flag with heraldic significance, dating from medieval times. A knight who had displayed particularly valorous conduct became known as a Knight Banneret and was permitted to display his coat of arms on a square flag or banner carried on his lance. The Banner marked the carrier’s position in battle, in a ceremony, or at a tournament.
Like the Mace, the Banner is one of the medieval heraldic devices adopted by the faculties of universities in Scotland in the 1400s to embellish academic ceremonies. Today we use them to identify the colleges participating in formal academic convocations.

ACADEMIC DEANS AND DIRECTORS
Dedman School of Hospitality       Dr. Donald Farr
Jim Moran College of Entrepreneurship  Dr. Susan Fiorito
College of Applied Studies        Dr. Randall Hanna
The Graduate School                Dr. Mark Riley
College of Medicine                Dr. John P. Fogarty
College of Motion Picture Arts     Mr. Reb Braddock
FAMU-FSU College of Engineering    Dr. J. Murray Gibson
College of Fine Arts               Dr. James Frazier
College of Communication and Information Dr. Lawrence C. Dennis
College of Social Sciences and Public Policy Dr. Tim Chapin
College of Law                     Dr. Erin O’Hara O’Connor
College of Nursing                 Dr. Laurie Grubbs
                                         Interim Dean
College of Business                Dr. Michael Hartline
College of Criminology and Criminal Justice Dr. Thomas G. Blomberg
College of Social Work             Dr. James Clark
College of Music                   Dr. Patricia J. Flowers
College of Human Sciences          Dr. Michael Delp
College of Education               Dr. Damon Andrew
College of Arts and Sciences       Dr. Sam Huckaba
Undergraduate Studies              Dr. Joe O’Shea
University Libraries              Dr. Gale Etschmaier
Dean of Students                  Dr. Angela Chong
DEDMAN SCHOOL
OF HOSPITALITY

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Gregory Ward Ammons, Jr. – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Bryce John Bachman – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Bryce William Barnett – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Katherine Mary Berube – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Cassandra Marie Berzal – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Mackenzie Blay (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Morgan Butler Blomberg (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Katelyn Marie Blumberg-Normandeau – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Genevieve Margaret Book – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jordan Lindsey Boulnois (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Emily Katherine Brown – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Alejandro Jose Cammarata – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Guy Anthony Cesta, Jr. – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Djani Akil Damani Davis – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Olivia Nicole Di Egidio – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Noah Peter Fenston – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Cal Renee Fernandez – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Emily Marie Frick (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Global Club Management and Leadership
Marcus Alexander Gaziuch – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Christopher Hayes – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Queen Dialla Johnson – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Clayton Michael Julian – Global Club Management and Leadership
Christine Alexandra Kahant (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kori Sunshine Kanaday – Global Club Management and Leadership
Benjamin Aron Katz – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Scott B. Kilbride (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management and Media/Communication Studies
Kathryn Rose Koebel – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Katie McGeese Law – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Analese Lawn – Hospitality and Tourism Management
David Lott – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Tara Marie Madden – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Russell Watson Mays – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Devin Joshua Meyer – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Lily Clara Rose Mock – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Macaulay Corrigan Mooney – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kylie Lauren O’Connell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Santiago Ocampo – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Greg Jereme Plummer, Jr. – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Robert Nathaniel Pruett – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Michael James Richey – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Ryan P. Romanoff – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kevin Mark Rooney – Global Club Management and Leadership
Hannah Glenn Rozek – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Samantha Victoria Shea – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Hannah Lyn Siebert – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jake Masterson Smith – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kyle P. Smith – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Mary Katherine Stephens – Global Club Management and Leadership
Jenna Brooke Udell (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management and Public Relations
Stephanie Lynn Vetrano (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Louis Michael Victor (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Caroline Anne Volpe – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Alessio Lauren Williamson – Hospitality and Tourism Management
John Patrick Wittmeier – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Connor Woodburn – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Alexandra Loren Zeidel (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management

JIM MORAN COLLEGE OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Kristina Sonya Anderson – Retail Entrepreneurship
Jonathan Frederick Aylstock (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Amanda Lynne Boyle – Retail Entrepreneurship
Natalie Ann Buzyniski – Retail Entrepreneurship
Grayson Chase Canada-Woodstock (CUM LAUDE) – Social Entrepreneurship
Hailey Michelle Cannon – Retail Entrepreneurship
Kayla Renee Casaubon (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Taylor Lea Charmatz – Retail Entrepreneurship
Gary Mitchell Clark III – Commercial Entrepreneurship
ChrisMininga Maria Clem – Retail Entrepreneurship
Lara Bridget Finan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Hannah Blakemore Hart – Retail Entrepreneurship
Leah Amy Hawes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Alex Riley Hollingsworth – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Laura Elizabeth Kirkpatrick – Retail Entrepreneurship
Samantha R. Lane – Retail Entrepreneurship
Sammy Ismail Loutfi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Sebastian A. Molina – Retail Entrepreneurship
Bronte Lauren Mongan – Retail Entrepreneurship
Rafe Joel Monteiro – Social Entrepreneurship and Finance
Andrew Joseph Morales – Commercial Entrepreneurship
David Anthony Morales – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Leesa Annette Newbon – Social Entrepreneurship
Victor E. Pena III – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Jac’Quanda T. Robinson – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Carolina Rodriguez – Retail Entrepreneurship
Taliyah Chanel Soriano – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Rachel Elizabeth Tavoliti (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Jessica Marie Thomason (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Christina Thornton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Alexandra Nicole Troiano – Retail Entrepreneurship
Stefanie Marie Villiotis – Retail Entrepreneurship
Sebastian A. Molina – Commercial Entrepreneurship

Master of Science
With Major In

Brooke Garringer – Textiles and Apparel Entrepreneurship
Alexander Oscar Koberda – Textiles and Apparel Entrepreneurship
Britain Dwyre Riley – Textiles and Apparel Entrepreneurship
Morgan Dericia Rodgers – Textiles and Apparel Entrepreneurship
**COLLEGE OF APPLIED STUDIES**

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Johnny Ray Aaron, Jr. (CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Operations
Elizabeth Blume – Crime Scene Investigation
Heather Christine Carpenter (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Cameron Perry Cook (CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Operations
Christopher Robb Deibaugh (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Operations
Anet Hernandez – Crime Scene Investigation
Rebecca Cate Kemp – Professional Communication
Eric Devon Lewis, Sr. – Crime Scene Investigation
Stephanie Mages – Crime Scene Investigation
Alyssa T. Orr (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Crime Scene Investigation
Nicole Dawn Ortiz (CUM LAUDE) – Crime Scene Investigation
Madison Elizabeth Parker – Professional Communication
Kalvin Christian Peterson (CUM LAUDE) – Crime Scene Investigation
Caylynn Ruth Pigott (CUM LAUDE) – Crime Scene Investigation
Taylor Reed – Crime Scene Investigation
Caylynn Reeder (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Crime Scene Investigation
Daidreonia Shannon – Professional Communication
David Shirley – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Phillip Andrew Simmons – Professional Communication
Emma Civita Sipperly – Professional Communication
Devon Brooke Southwell – Law Enforcement Intelligence and Psychology
Alyson Claire Stalnaker – Law Enforcement Operations
Anna White – Law Enforcement Intelligence

Master of Science
With Major In

Cynthia Lynne Barnes – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Molly Shawna King – Corporate & Public Communication
Brittney Leigh Sanders – Corporate & Public Communication
Trista Raquel Waits – Corporate & Public Communication
Chastity Wofford – Corporate & Public Communication
Ambur Wright – Corporate & Public Communication

**THE GRADUATE SCHOOL**

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Liyu Dong – Materials Science & Engineering Major Professor: Dr. Richard Liang

“Study on Carbon Nanotube (CNT) Synthesis Improvement, Bundle Alignment, and Manufacturing Process Optimization of CNT/Carbon Composites”

Kristin Jean Schoepfer – Neuroscience – BMS Major Professor: Dr. Mohamed Kabbaj

“Hippocampal-Prefrontal Oscillatory Signaling in the Rat Brain: Sexual Dimorphisms and Effects of Female Estrous Stage”

Caroline Elizabeth Strong – Neuroscience – BMS Major Professor: Dr. Mohamed Kabbaj

“Neural Mechanisms of Alcohol Intake: Ketamine as a Potential Treatment Option”

**COLLEGE OF MOTION PICTURE ARTS**

Bachelor of Fine Arts
With Major In

Siara-Lauren Rose Brown (CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Anisha Gupte (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) WITH HONORS – Motion Picture Arts - Production and Sociology

Master of Fine Arts
With Major In

Alex Argiles Acevedo – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Jessica Elyse Bouyer – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Mengdi Cui – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Jordan Allen Davenport – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Michelle Domanowski – Motion Picture Arts - Writing
Spencer Elmore – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Patrick Emralino – Motion Picture Arts - Writing
Breyyiona Nashay Flowers – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Ashley Shree James – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Amanda Jean-Mary – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Juhyun Jane Jeong – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Millicent Marie Johnnie – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Mazen Hassan Khaled – Motion Picture Arts - Writing
Xiaoxia Lu – Motion Picture Arts - Production
James Francis Rogers Mackenzie – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Daniel Thomas Malone – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Meredith Mansfield – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Samuel A. Maxwell – Motion Picture Arts - Writing
Lance Keise Morgan – Motion Picture Arts - Writing
Lucas Joseph Muratore – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Jared Prima – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Jazmin Nicole Rivera – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Kyle Israel Sahadeo – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Audrienne Shifflette – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Harrison Cole Smith – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Lauryn Shea Striping – Motion Picture Arts - Writing
Tzu Yun Su – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Rachael Tonietto – Motion Picture Arts - Writing
Joshwa M. Walton – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Megan Marie Wise – Motion Picture Arts - Production

FAMU - FSU COLLEGE
OF ENGINEERING
Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Nestor Fabio Aguirre Sepulveda – Mechanical Engineering
Peter James Bailey – Civil Engineering
Brandon Michael Vernon Bascetta – Mechanical Engineering
Devin Daniel Bautista-Leaf – Chemical Engineering
Zachary Evan Berryhill – Computer Engineering
Abigail Elizabeth Burns – Civil Engineering/Environmental
Tavares Lamel Butler, Jr. – Mechanical Engineering
Cristian Alexander Cruz Flores – Chemical - Materials Engineering
Carlos Antonio Cuevas – Electrical Engineering
Courtney Cooper Cumberland – Mechanical Engineering
Jarrod Lyle Darrow – Mechanical Engineering
Ryan Dingman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Mechanical Engineering
Taren Sebastian Fleming – Civil Engineering
Lindsey Lee Furrow – Civil Engineering/Environmental
Joseph Bryce Godio – Mechanical Engineering
Alexander Vladimir Gonzalez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Shelby J. Green – Chemical Engineering
Eduardo JoseGuifarro – Chemical Engineering
Tristan Henriques – Chemical Engineering
Conrad David Horn (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Engineering
Caleb Michael Jansen – Computer Engineering
Charles Taylor Kennedy II (WITH HONORS) – Computer Engineering
Christian Michael Kinlaw – Mechanical Engineering
Michael Lewis Kirke – Electrical Engineering
Maria Gabriela Leal-Bruce – Civil Engineering
Oswaldo Javier Machado – Electrical Engineering
Sean Mamedov (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Kristin C. Medlin – Civil Engineering

Christopher L. Phillips – Electrical Engineering
Raushan Qairat – Chemical Engineering
Shellina Chanel Reeves – Industrial Engineering
Brenden W. Richman – Mechanical Engineering
Marshall Daniel Sowell (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Noah Robert Tipton (CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
David W. Trexler – Electrical Engineering
Nathan Joseph Walser – Electrical Engineering
Toni Weaver (CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Yukai Yang – Civil Engineering

Master of Engineering
With Major In
Mohamed Waleed Ahmed – Civil Engineering
Badar Anwar Ramadan Belhaj – Civil Engineering
Andres Javier Rodriguez – Civil Engineering

Master of Science
With Major In
Michael W. Ballack – Electrical Engineering
Christian Casey – Electrical Engineering
Thomas J. McCroan IV – Systems Engineering
Ronald Allen Miller – Systems Engineering
Thomas Mooney – Systems Engineering
Tasneem Salman – Electrical Engineering
An-Tsun Wei – Industrial Engineering
Jianxin Xie – Industrial Engineering

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Geoffrey Ryan Adams – Industrial Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Okenwa Okoli
“Low Energy Manufacturing and Optimization of Perovskite Film Growth for Application in Wire-Shaped Photodetector”
Wasu Chaitree – Chemical Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Egwu E. Kalu
“Synthesis and Characterization of Co-Ni-Mo-P Electro catalyst and its Application for Ethanol Electro-Oxidation”
Grzegorz Dolzyk – Civil Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Sungmoon Jung
“Energy Absorption of the Grooved Tubes and 3-D Printed Structures”
Junayed Pasha – Civil Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Maxim Dulebenets
“A Holistic Optimization Model for Integrated Tactical Level Planning in Linear Shipping”
Yi Xiong – Civil Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Youneng Tang
“Biodegradation of 1.4-dioxane”

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
Bachelor of Arts
With Major In
Nazrene Wael Alsio – Studio Art
Ashlyn Lorrainey Anderson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Jacob Aiganon Beal (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Tyquisha Ariel Braynen – Theatre
Grant Franklin Brecheisen – Theatre
Zoe Antigone Brigham – Studio Art
Patrea Latrice Dominique Clark (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Lauren Elizabeth Courtemanche – Studio Art
Karis Rose De Gannes – Art History
Nicole Deason – Studio Art
Zoe E. Elakman – Studio Art and Psychology
Alyssa Anne Farrell – Studio Art
Raven Briana Hampton – Art History
Alyssa Katelin Heritage – Studio Art
Hannah Lynn Hicks – Studio Art
Danaris Natalia Lopez – Studio Art
Elena Marie Malcolm (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Tomasso Marasa – Art History
Miranda Antonia Marques – Studio Art
Kara Ilhan McQueeny (CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Lourdes Miller – Art History
Jaden T. Monnett (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Caroline Mullien – Studio Art
Amber Erica Nicholson – Studio Art
Sydney Parks – Studio Art
Gabrielle Rose Rancourt – Art History
Atli Danger Reynolds – Theatre
Danielle E. Rhome – Studio Art
Kristin Shan Ringuette (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Victoria Rose Rios – Theatre
Seth Zane Robbins – Theatre and Marketing
Jake Routh – Studio Art and Editing, Writing & Media
Sergio Fernando Sandoval – Art History
Amanda Clare Smith – Studio Art
Kaylee Nicole Tegeler – Studio Art
Stefanie Hope Tiffany – Theatre

Bachelor of Fine Arts
With Major In
Jena Claire Brooks (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Acting
Luz Clarita Garcia – Studio Art
Maria Angelica Garcia (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Claudia Guerra – Studio Art
Samantha Lauren Jaffe – Studio Art
William Leech – Studio Art

Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Victente Arredondo, Jr. – Studio Art
Alexandria Lensey Robinson – Interior Design
Samantha Abbott Shear – Studio Art
Master of Arts
With Major In
Mackenzie Lynn Bounds – Theatre
Nicole Helena Hu – Art History

Master of Fine Arts
With Major In
Arel Cavazos – Interior Design
Francisco Miguelangel Graciano – Returning Professional
Linsey Marie Dalao Slater – Interior Design
Joanna Claire Vaneedoe – Interior Design

Master of Science
With Major In
Rachael Kathleen Best – Art Therapy
Kelly Marie Brown – Art Therapy
Megan Barbara Buzzy – Art Therapy
Stephanie Gettins – Interior Design
Victoria Elizabeth Glasscock – Art Therapy
Zuleydi Gonzalez – Interior Design
Jessica Holt – Art Therapy
Isabella Christine Hudson – Art Therapy
Aimee M. Huulander – Interior Design
Emily Rebecca Illig – Art Therapy
Kheng Nathana Lee – Interior Design
Samantha Michelle Nelson – Art Therapy
Heather Robbins – Art Therapy
Lucille Marie Romanik – Art Therapy

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Amy J. Bowman-McElhone – Art History
Major Professor: Dr. Adam Jolles

“Freakish Student: Institutional Critique and Pedagogical Traumas in the Work of Mike Kelley (1976-2012)”

Katherine Pierson – Theatre
Major Professor: Dr. Elizabeth Osborne

“The Audacious Ann Jellicoe and the Formation of Her Community Play System”

Christina Rodriguez De Conte – Theatre
Major Professor: Dr. Kris Salata

“Bad Jokes and Queer Folk: Creating the Mickee Faust Club Aesthetic”

---
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COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION

Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Brennan Michael Auslos – Information Communication & Technology
Jacob Christian Axon – Information Communication & Technology

Master of Arts
With Major In
Jacob Keith Robertson – Information Communication & Technology
Emma Rodriguez (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Marketing
Savannah Morgan Rose – Advertising
Eugene Savitsky – Digital Media Production and Creative Writing
Kristiana Suzanne Stevens – Information Technology
Olivia A. Tantillo – Media/Communication Studies
William Christopher Trabazo, Jr. – Information Technology
Howard Michael Tranor (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Richard Joseph Valencia (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Jennifer Marie Vasbiner – Public Relations
Holly Ailony Vera – Digital Media Production
Jenna Eileen Vignre – Advertising and Studio Art Matthew McBride Weas – Information Technology
Eric Marlan Westbrook, Jr. – Information Communication & Technology
Jennifer Jessica Willette (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Jennifer Mary Zappala (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Samantha JoLynn Zoss – Media/Communication Studies and Marketing

Master of Science
With Major In
Courtney Elizabeth Borkowski – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Virginia Suzanne Zhiying Fouts – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Madeline Mae IX – Media & Communication Studies
Chloe Vanessa Penney Lane – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Dana Alzenia Matthews – Media & Communication Studies

Master of Arts
With Major In
Nengi Joe Alagao – Information Technology
Jessica Catherine Allen – Information
Josefin Almanza-Ojeda – Communication Science & Disorders
Rebecca Viviana Andrade – Information
Melissa Lynn Banuelos – Communication Science & Disorders
Alba Elena Barreto Martinez – Communication Science & Disorders
Christina Marie Barbera – Communication Science & Disorders
Elizabeth A. Bayer – Communication Science & Disorders
Annalise Beebe – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Elizabeth Bond – Communication Science & Disorders
Erin Augusta Bradley – Communication Science & Disorders
Casey Lynn Ryan Brant – Information
Melinda Gall Bridgewater – Communication Science & Disorders
Hannah Jeanette Cardoso – Communication Science & Disorders
Aja Gabrielle Centrone – Communication Science & Disorders
Michelle Chavarro Rendon – Communication Science & Disorders
Emily Anna Chesley – Communication Science & Disorders

---

CUM LAUDE

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
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Sara Christine Collins – Communication Science & Disorders
Ashley Brooke Cornwall – Communication Science & Disorders
Michael James Crews – Information
Natalie Renee Cuellar – Communication Science & Disorders
Tamara Denise Curry – Communication Science & Disorders
Dominique Marie Dampier – Communication Science & Disorders
Henock S. Daniel – Information Technology
J. Rillan Daniel Dasalla – Public Interest Media and Communication
Rashima Le’Mia Davis – Communication Science & Disorders
Emma Alice De Francesco – Communication Science & Disorders
Roslyn Dean – Information
Cynthia Delarosa – Communication Science & Disorders
Jene Delgado – Communication Science & Disorders
Hunter Robert Ryan Dennis – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Cassandra Lee Dobbins – Communication Science & Disorders
Monica Dyess – Disinformation
Deanna Marie Evans – Information
Keith L. Fagg – Information Technology
Willis E. Fedd – Information Technology
Samantha Sayoko Furukawa – Communication Science & Disorders
Gavin Futch – Information Technology
Emma Kathyrn Gisclair – Information
Denise Michelle Gomez – Information
Rachael Anne Marie Gonzales Parkes – Communication Science & Disorders
Jessica Barrett Grover – Information
Sean Matthew Guiler – Information Technology
Bonnie J. Hake – Information
Jered Matthew Heesch – Information
Shannon Marie Herlihy – Information
Jeffrey Michael Hipsher – Information
Breanne Jeanette Hopkins – Information
Daniella Horvath – Public Interest Media and Communication
Julia Renee Howard – Communication Science & Disorders
Kimberly Autumn Hudson – Information
Emily Elise Hume – Communication Science & Disorders
Zoe Marie Hume – Information and Anthropology
Emma T. Hundt – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Ellen Noite Hunley – Communication Science & Disorders
Kylee Rae Jurich – Communication Science & Disorders
Kristin Nicole Kennedy – Communication Science & Disorders
Wesam Antoine Khoury – Public Interest Media and Communication
Paul Edward Knight – Information Technology
Quenitra Lakay Knight – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Erica Bret Kochis – Communication Science & Disorders
Ann Elizabeth Kreidler – Communication Science & Disorders
Kyeongwon Kwon – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Cindy Leahy – Information
Hope Emily Leardini – Communication Science & Disorders
Adrian Legaspi – Information
Manuela Londoño Corrales – Communication Science & Disorders
Mary Elizabeth Lucas – Communication Science & Disorders
Christopher Luksa – Information
Susan Marie Macak – Public Interest Media and Communication
Anthony Jameel McClurkin – Information Technology
Lanie Brianne McDermott – Communication Science & Disorders
Bryan James McDonough – Information
Marie Theresa McEntee – Information
Gavin Harry McGuinness – Information Technology
Morgan Johanna Meissen – Communication Science & Disorders
Abigail Irene Miles – Information
Carolyn Smith Mitchell – Communication Science & Disorders
Shannon Mitchell – Public Interest Media and Communication
Ebrahim Montazeri Najafabadi – Information
Christine Trivan Montero – Communication Science & Disorders
Madison Ann Morgan – Communication Science & Disorders
Cynthia Rae Morris – Information
Amber Kay Nims – Communication Science & Disorders
Leslie Ann Novakovic – Communication Science & Disorders
Mehreen Fatima Parvez – Communication Science & Disorders
Kelsey Kay Paulik – Communication Science & Disorders
Diana Lynn Peguese – Information
Wendy Nonthe Pioquinto – Information
Carl F. Poussnberry, Jr. – Information Technology
Kayla Ramsey – Communication Science & Disorders
Marissa Jean Register – Communication Science & Disorders
Meryl Lauren Rigdon – Communication Science & Disorders
Jessica Maria Robayo – Information
Ronesha Roberson – Communication Science & Disorders
Liliana Rose – Communication Science & Disorders
Brian Fulton Russell – Information
Kandace Ryan – Information
Lucia Sanfel – Communication Science & Disorders
Adrian Joe Santos – Information Technology
Christine Marie Scott – Communication Science & Disorders
Samantha L. Shearer – Communication Science & Disorders
Shelby Marissa Simmons – Communication Science & Disorders
Darrell Rubin Smith, Jr. – Information Technology
Jessica Erin Smith – Information
Lauren Carlton Stanford – Communication Science & Disorders
Andrea Julia Stich – Information
Carson Amberbrook Taylor – Communication Science & Disorders
Kerr L. Teske – Information
Beth Shayna Tetelbaum – Communication Science & Disorders
Jake Edward Tobicyzk – Media & Communication Studies
Ana Maria Torres – Communication Science & Disorders
Ulysses Turner, Jr. – Information Technology
Hammadhah Wahluqist – Communication Science & Disorders
Felicia Lynne Warren – Information
Alexandra J. Wendling – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Ginger R. Westfall – Communication Science & Disorders
Jasmine Keyonna Wilkins – Information
Desiree’ Michelle Williams – Information Technology
Rashad Namar Williams – Information Technology
Terence Williams – Information Technology
Amber Nicole Wong – Communication Science & Disorders
Kristen Wood – Communication Science & Disorders
Laura Merri Yanez – Communication Science & Disorders
Barrie Zipkin – Information

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Abigail Kathleen Reed – Communication Theory & Research
Major Professor: Dr. Jennifer Proffitt
“Interpretations and Reception of Alternative Subjectivities in the Disney-Produced Star Wars Films”

Jonmichael Christopher Seibert – Communication Theory & Research
Major Professor: Dr. Arthur Raney
“The Presence of Guilt: The Role in Feelings of Guilt in Violent Video Games”

Nicholas Michael Sellers – Communication Theory & Research
Major Professors: Dr. Julianna Cortese
“Hey Siri, Is This a Good Theory?: Testing UGT 2.0 with Personal Virtual Assistants”

Shuo Yan – Communication Theory & Research
Major Professor: Dr. Sindy Chapa
“Exploring the Cognitive and Emotional Impact of Shocking Advertising”

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND PUBLIC POLICY

Bachelor of Arts
With Major In

Kira Nicole Clarke – Political Science and Economics
Chase Stephen Labash – Interdisciplinary Social Science

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Aaliyah Nicole Abazra – International Affairs
Tyler Denise Adams – Political Science
Justin William Addy – International Affairs
Adebanjo Theobald Adeoye-Moses – Economics
Aidan Marie Adriano (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Akice Agwa – International Affairs
Taniglia Ryan Ahlheim – Sociology
Amanda M. Alayedo – Sociology
Shinelle Candace Anne Alexander – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Jasmine Dana Al-Mohammed – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Michael Alquim – Economics
Alexis Paige Alzina – Economics
Alexander C. Alvarado – International Affairs
Arturo Alejandro Alvarez – Political Science and International Affairs
Lyanni Alvarez – International Affairs
Sandra Andres – Sociology and Psychology
Karina Arazu Mola – International Affairs
Michelle Angela Arguelles – International Affairs
Samantha Arif – Social Science
Eriel L. Armitage – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Olivia Nicole Ash – Environment & Society
Theodore Anthony Assimienos – Economics
Jake Marcel Aubin – Sociology
Nicholas Mark Auerbach – Political Science
Michelle Zhiwei Balko – Sociology
Kijuan Romeo Barnes – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Je’Nae V. Barr-Miller – Sociology
Adria Artaste Barrington – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Daniela Andrea Bassaure – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Kalvin Emmanuel Bazan – Environment & Society
Kyle J. Bell – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Sara Elizabeth Bell – Environment & Society
Maxwell Logan Bennett – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Christopher Joseph Berg – Economics
Alexander Grayson Best – Economics
Albert George Biehl IV – Political Science
Dalvin David Birdsong – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Kathryn Jordan Black – International Affairs
Brooke Haylee Blackwell – Sociology
Skylor Nicole Bleke – Sociology
Matthew Ryan Blower – International Affairs
Carlos David Bonilla – Political Science
Caroline Susan Boudreaux – Political Science and Religion
Justin Bowie – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Chase Broward Young Boyer (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Asian Studies
Nicholais Reece Brabant – Economics
James Elias Branch – Sociology
Jose Brizuela – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Judi W. Brooks – Social Science
Hayley Frances Bush – Sociology
Alexander Luis Cabrera – Sociology
Payton Janice Cairffey – Sociology
Michelle Ann Cancio – Environment & Society
Allivia Carlton – Political Science
Jamison A. Carnegie – International Affairs
Montserrat Andrea Carracedo Olachea – Political Science and Literature
Brett Michael Carter – Economics
Isabella Chantal Casanova – International Affairs
Claire Alexis Castor (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Cristian Cata – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Zachary Vincent Cauffield – Economics
Andrea R. Cayasso – Sociology
Mia Lee Cazares – Sociology
Alexander Rafael Celis-Mata – International Affairs
Carla Cervoni-Fajan – Economics
Nicole Rose Chandler – Political Science and Humanities
George Joseph Chapman – Political Science and Finance
Shamari Alexandra Gwenise Charlotte – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Ryan Mark Charmforsouf – Economics
Austin Smith Childers – Political Science
Kaiden Wildeka Denise Clarke – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Ashley M. Clinger – Sociology
Kelcya Ariel Cohen – Political Science
Shayna Madison Cohen (CUM LAUDE) – Economics and Interdisciplinary Social Science
Noah Alexander Cole – Political Science
Brianne Coleman – Interdisciplinary Affairs and Psychology
Nicholas James Conley – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Tara Connan – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Ellis W. Cook – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Camille Copperthite (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environment & Society
Kathryn Suzanne Cordrey – Political Science
Ryan Oliver Corkr – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Jose Eduardo Cortez – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Anthony Alexander Cortoreal – Economics
Dominic Michael Costello – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Jayda Chanel Craig – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Darryl Crayton – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Alex Matthew Cronin – International Affairs and Environment
Karina Cruz – Sociology
Valentina Paola Cuervo – Sociology
JJ Gabrielli Current – Political Science
Conor Christopher Curry – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Alan Michael Daher Yaacoub (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Darien Adekunle Dahunsi (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Ryan James Davidson – Economics
Thomas Allan Day – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Brian Deal (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Daniel A. De La Calle – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Adrian L. Del Valle – International Affairs
Daniel Woodrow Delahanty – International Affairs
Michael John De Lorenzo – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Michael Christopher DeMaio – Economics
Dawit Aaron Demoz – Economics
Edmund James Denfeld – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Alida Desic – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Parker Winston Dickson – Economics
Corey Daniel Dietz – Economics
Ian Reilly Dilling – Economics
Carlon Richard DiSalvo – Political Science
Katerina Dubose – Public Health
Joseph Ben Dudek – International Affairs
Mayce Elizabeth Duke (CUM LAUDE) – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Conor Craig Duncan – International Affairs
Milhouse Cosmo Dungan – International Affairs
Sarah Elisabeth Dunkel – International Affairs
Richard Edward Dunn II – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Jamaa Aly Duvignaud – Political Science
James William Earl – International Affairs
Sebastien Edmond – Economics
Jake Anthony Estok – Political Science
Lillian Claire Ellegood – International Affairs
Nehal ElMashak (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs and Sociology
Browninly Francois Eloin – Sociology
Max Esperance (CUM LAUDE) – Economics
Molly Elizabeth Estok (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Karina Estrada – Political Science
Nicarao Jaime Estrada – Sociology
Sagine Cieile Etienne – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Ashton B. Evans – Economics
Michael Stewart Evans – Economics
Aydin Pearce Every – Environment & Society
Andrew Ronald Ferguson – Political Science and French
Joseph Anthony Ferras – Economics
Colin Joseph Fitzpatrick – Economics
Jonathan Lee Flagg – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Elisabeth Ann Fleming – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Anne-Lyse Michelle Flores (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Roland Fongon – Economics
Chase Nicholas Foote – Economics
Bradley Francis – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Kayla Francis – Political Science
Harrison Gaston Frank – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Samuel Alfredo Fraracci – Political Science
Jack Dylan Frey – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Robert Nicholas Frey – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Margaret Katherine Frison – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Kyle Joseph Frost – Political Science
Kevin Edward Frumerie – Economics
Karla Fuentes Cruz – Environment & Society
Richard Gary Gable III – Political Science
Isabelle Garbarino – Political Science and International Affairs
Joseph Aaron Garst – International Affairs
Melina Margaret Garcia – International Affairs
Rowena Meredith Gasmen – International Affairs
Alyssa Marie Gates – International Affairs
M Kyle Gates – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Mark Elliott Gauthier, Jr. – Economics
Exandra B. Gaytan – Political Science and Sociology
Nicholas Anthony Gehring – Environment & Society
Dina Lynn Genid – Environment & Society
Zack Anshel Gersowsky (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Ranata Jae Goodman (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Sara Allison Green – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Matthew Guinazu – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Esteban Guzman Bohorquez – Interdisciplinary Social Science and Economics
Nicholas John Halchak – Economics
Demetris LaMarra Hall, Jr. (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Michael Tyler Hancock – Political Science
Caroline Marie Hansan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Christian Trevon Riley – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Justin Ritches – Political Science
Soﬁa Carolina Rivas – International Affairs
Grace Marie Rivera – Environment & Society
Jacob Eili Robinson – Economics
Raquel Reese Robinson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Media/Communication Studies
Ashley Marie Rodriguez – International Affairs
Fernando Nicholas Rodriguez – Economics
Juan Camilo Rodriguez – Political Science
Alexander Cole Rodriguez-Cayo – Political Science
Logan Zakher Roth – Political Science
Richard Carter Russell – Economics
Nicholas Truman Russo – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Emily Anne Saba (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Philosophy
Andrea Paola Samper (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Gerardo Enrique Sanabria, Jr. (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs and Economics
Antonio D. Sanchez – Political Science
Jared Sands – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Daniel Joseph Santos – Political Science
Taiyo Jeremy Sato – Environment & Society and History
Kai Maximillian Saurbier – International Affairs
Juliana Schepps – Political Science
Madeline Rose Schwarz – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Zane Matthew Scoles (CUM LAUDE) – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Nail Miriam Scott (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Alisson Brooke Sealy – Economics
Alisson Brooke Sealy – International Affairs
Parsa Shahabadi – Economics
Jonathan Thomas Shaw – Economics
Gregory Cameron Short (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Philosophy
Emari Jerzyntez Shuler – Economics
Lexis Marie Shutes – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Adriana Teresa Silva – International Affairs
Charles Anthony Simmons – Economics
Michael Brandon Simon – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Averina Isabel Singh – Sociology
Atalie Smith – Sociology
Bailey Smith – Economics
Carter Samuel Smith – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Devin Stuart Smith – Political Science
Gene Malik Smith Jr-Mosley – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Jorge Enrique Soares-Paulino – International Affairs
Earl Byron Segovia Solis – Political Science and International Affairs
Alina Sosa – Sociology
Christian Michael Soto – Political Science
Daniel Jose Soto – Political Science
William Victor Soto – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Alyson Claire Stalnaker (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Taylor Alyssa Stanakis – Economics
William Daniel Steidley – Interdisciplinary Social Science
William Stevenson – Economics
Cameron Tyler Stolki – Economics
Alexander John Storm – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Alexander LeeMarlin Strozier – Political Science
Madison C. Stuart – Political Science
Jazmin La-Rue Styles – Sociology
Lauren Ashley Suriano – Sociology
Kacie Miller Swann – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Ethan Tarantello – Political Science
Austin Ryan Tauscher – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Robert Charles Terry – International Affairs
Donavan Jax Thegenus – Sociology
Gayn Cativa Thompson – Political Science and Editing, Writing & Media
Paula Andrea Tolton (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Jacqueline Torres – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Giovan Rupert Toval – International Affairs and Management
John Michael Tramont, Jr. – International Affairs
Richard Wayne Tucker III – Political Science
Juan Bernardo Ugueto – Economics
Lourdes Valenzuela – Political Science
Jake Montana Van Etten – Political Science
Samuel Storm Vancore – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Jessica A. Veit – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Maria Paula Velasco Montenegro (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Political Science and International Affairs
Caleb Andrew Vigil – Political Science
Tyler Ray Vining – Economics
Alayna Kate Voiselle – Political Science
Thomas Jackson Wallace (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Social Science
Zachary Ian Walsh – International Affairs and Political Science
Nicholas Hunter Warren – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Kiara Tashaya Watts – Sociology
James McLeod Weaver, Jr. – Economics
Alexander Clifford Weeks – Environment & Society
Lindsay Kay Weglarz – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Markayla Racheal Wellington-Wright – Sociology
Dana Wesler – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Summer Caroline White – Political Science
Minniqa Loeisha Wiles – Sociology
Davies Owen Wilkes – Political Science
John Christopher Williams – International Affairs
Breydon Wilson – Social Science
Courtney Lauren Wilson – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Dejane Yenica Wilson – Sociology
Evan J. Wilson – Interdisciplinary Social Science
John Anthony Witkus IV – Political Science
Sabrina Wolder – International Affairs
Madison Ann Wyant – Political Science
Felix Zabala – Political Science
Manuelisaih Emilio Zavala – International Affairs
Alice Ruth Ingrid Zeimann – Political Science
Master of Arts
With Major In
Amanda Panchery – International Affairs
Master of Public Administration
With Major In
John Francis Brady III – Public Administration
Ch Verchericka Monique Mary Rose Davis – Public Administration
Natalie Diaz-Paz – Public Administration
Victoria A. Gruber – Public Administration
Ana Beatriz Guerra – Public Administration
Colton T. Hearne – Public Administration
Mary Jane Johnson – Public Administration
Dakota Fred Kershaw – Public Administration
Bongdeok Kim – Public Administration
Timothy A. Lee – Public Administration
Adam Pierce Preissler – Public Administration
Nathaly Valencia – Public Administration
Master of Public Health
With Major In
Laura Melissa Bernal – Public Health
Samantha Chahin – Public Health
Kwame Derick Gibbs-Sharp – Public Health
Ellen Claire Newell – Public Health
Kathrina Rose Regnier – Public Health
Guilherme Genjiro Sawai – Public Health
Sara Alexandra Sigel – Public Health
Angela Cennia Smith – Public Health
Ashlin Mary Thomas – Public Health
William Zirzov – Public Health
Master of Science
With Major In
Michael Douglas Abate – Demography
Vincent Michael Accardii III – Applied Economics
Alberto Ivan Alvarez – Sociology
Jason Robert Blackthorne – Applied Economics
Brandon Jamaal Brown – Applied American Politics & Policy
Christopher Michael Carnicer – Applied American Politics & Policy
Emily Elizabeth Clark – Applied American Politics & Policy
Kaleigh Rose Clinkscales – Applied Economics
Carieca Shana Collins – Applied American Politics & Policy
Nathaniel Countess – Geographic Information Science
Jacqueline Emely Cruz – Applied Economics
Courtland Longstreet Culver – Applied Economics
Alysaa LeAnn Davenport – Applied American Politics & Policy
Isabelia Lopes Damasceno – International Affairs
Alec Canali Economakis – Applied Economics
Julia Marie Fensel – Applied Economics
Michael David Figler – Applied Economics
Brennen Nathaniel Fugate – Democracy
Stewart Gornin Giordano – Applied Economics
David Gomez Villa – Applied Economics
Alexander Julian Gonzalez – Applied Economics
Jonathan Tien Guarine – Applied Economics
De’Aya Hall – Demography
Brenna Hannapel – International Affairs
William Gray Harris – Demography
Steven Douglas Hart – Economics
Carolina Herrera – Applied Economics
Tyler Richard Keller – Applied Economics
Mariah Allison Kill – Applied Economics
Kole A. Kolasa – Applied Economics
Alesx Laoro – Applied American Politics & Policy
Madeline Justine Levey – Geography
Renato Revoredo de A. Machado – International Affairs
Coniisa Isabel McCullough Vidal – Demography
Michaela Renee Metcalfe – Applied American Politics & Policy
Austin Thomas Milo – Applied Economics
Andrea Monasterio – International Affairs
Kinley Tuten Morgan – Applied American Politics & Policy
Safia Jucelle Morgan – Applied Economics
Justin Nagy – Applied American Politics & Policy
Connor E. Norris – Applied American Politics & Policy
Ahreum Han – Public Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Keon-Hyung Lee
“Transparent Environments and Hospital Performance in Cost, Quality, and Efficiency”

Chien-shih Huang – Public Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Frances S. Berry
“Executive Turnover, Policy Change and Evolution of Interlocal Collaborative Network”

Brittany King – Sociology
Major Professor: Dr. Dawn C. Carr
“Social Relationships as Resources in Later Life: The Dynamics of Structural and Functional Support”

Zechariah Joseph Lange – Urban & Regional Planning
Major Professor: Dr. William Butler
“What Can the Body Do? The Embodied Domain that Still Escapes Planning’s Eye”

Jonathan Hilliard Lubin – Public Administration
Major Professors: Dr. Frances Berry and Dr. Tian Tang
“Metropolitan Planning Organizations: The Usage of Regional Organizations and Coordination”

Shaleen Miller – Urban & Regional Planning
Major Professor: Dr. Christopher Coutts
“Planning for and Rebuilding Green Infrastructure: Issues of Justice and Resilience in Urban Green Space”

Naon Min – Public Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Kalfeng Yang
“Publicness in Achieving Public Values: Advancing Behavioral Understanding of Publicness”

Steven Andrew Pawlowski – Economics
Major Professor: Dr. Shawn Kantor
“Police and Criminal Responses to Changes in Laws and Environment”

William Schultz – Political Science
Major Professor: Dr. Eric A. Coleman
“Local Participation in Sustainable Development Efforts”

Alexander Usvitsky – Economics
Major Professor: Dr. R. Mark Isaac
“Behavior in Dynamic Environments: Theory and Experiments”

Patrice Cecelia Williams – Urban & Regional Planning
Major Professor: Dr. Christopher Coutts
“They Over-Promised and Under-Delivered: A Mixed Methods Study on the Effects of Residential Displacement Pressure on African-American Residents in Southwest Atlanta”

Tawon Yoon – Public Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Kalfeng Yang
“Goal Ambiguity in Public Organizations”

Lauren E. Paul – Applied American Politics & Policy

Natalia Paola Perez – Applied American Politics & Policy

LaQuisha Simmons Persak – Applied American Politics & Policy

Mark Alexander Porter – Applied Economics

Reagan Michael Porter – Applied Economics

Tiffany Reyes – Applied Economics

Sharon Rodriguez – Geographic Information Science

Maia R. Rogers – Applied American Politics & Policy

Adam Michael Rose – Geographic Information Science

Shannon Victoria Ryan – Applied Economics

Karim Sheikh – International Affairs

Michael S. Smith – Applied American Politics & Policy

Christopher Graham Stonecipher – Applied Economics

Kayley Nicole Stutson – International Affairs

Alexander Tristan Tercilla – Applied Economics

Claudia Lorén Vila – Geographic Information Science

Brienne R. Wendol – Applied American Politics & Policy

Eric Charles Westbrook – Geography

Deja Symone White – International Affairs

Nicole Eugenia Zampieri – Geography

Master of Science in Planning
With Major In

Wisnerson Benoit – Urban & Regional Planning
Paul U. Lim – Urban & Regional Planning
David S. Ragsdale – Urban & Regional Planning
Kathrina Rose Regnier – Urban & Regional Planning
Marcus Antonio Richards II – Urban & Regional Planning

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Filiberto Asare-Akuffo Major – Geography
Major Professor: Dr. Victor Mesev

Harry Nemmers Barbee – Sociology
Major Professors: Dr. Irene Padavic and Dr. Anne Barrett
“Managing Midlife: How Gender and Sexuality Shape Midlife Perceptions of Decline and Progress”

Christopher Lawson Brown – Economics
Major Professor: Dr. Svetlana Pevnitskaya
“Networks and Economic Behavior: Theory and Experiments”

Gregory Burris – Geography
Major Professors: Dr. James B. Elsner and Dr. Ronald E. Doel
“Extending Environmental Data Baselines Using Historical Observations”

James Cockerham – Public Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Frances Berry
“Criminal Justice Institutions: Human Behavior in a System of Neutral Cooperation”
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Amber Elyssa Brown – Management
Matthew Robert Canuso – Management
Anthony Christopher Capasso – Finance
Anthony Christopher Capasso – Risk Management & Insurance
Daizsa Brianna Amari Cargill – Real Estate and Management
Nicholas Roger Carretta – Marketing
Lensey Monica Charles – Marketing
Jeremy Meyer Cohen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management
Nicholas Anthony Cohen – Finance
Audrey Louise Coleman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Lauren Elizabeth Coop – Management
Lauren Elizabeth Coop – Marketing
Parker Taylor Copeland – Finance
Jessica Costan – Finance
Christopher William Coughlin – Finance
Jesse Austin Cronin – Marketing
Andrew Zachary Darbozue – Marketing
Alisha Vishal Daswani – Management
Jarred Andrew Davenport – Management Information Systems
Michael Dellaperuta, Jr. – Finance
Emerald Faith Devereux – Finance
Michael Charles Dorney – Accounting
Andrea Rose Duca – Professional Sales
Hunter Lash Dulin – Management
Sean Maurice Dwyer – Finance
Joshua Jean Eloi – Finance and Marketing
Sereen Eltalia – Finance
Flavio Andres Falsirolli – Finance
Grant Khalil Fawaz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Grant Khalil Fawaz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Robert Dalton Fellerman – Management
Reed Patrick Fetter – Real Estate and Marketing
Brendan Thomas Flanagan – Management
Michael Ryan Fleet – Management
Peyton Hope Funsch (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Jonathan Perri Gambino – Marketing
Ashley Nicole Gardenal – Marketing
Juliano Corrado Garzia – Professional Sales
Jordan Scott Gaudineer – Finance
Jordan Scott Gaudineer – Real Estate
Nerissa Anastasia Gayle (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Management Information Systems
Samuel Thomas Amend Generali (CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems and Accounting
Alexander John Gherardi – Risk Management & Insurance
Patrick Riley Gilliland – Risk Management & Insurance
Andrew Godbold – Management
Jordan D’Angelo Goosche – Finance
Joseph Tyler Gorel – Finance
Ashley Paige Grandovic – Marketing
Daniel Patrick Grill – Management
Alex Carston Grow – Accounting
Kevin William Hager – Finance
Tyler Jacob Halfaker – Accounting
Hunter Jon Hallstrom – Marketing
Erik A. Halvorsen – Finance and Marketing
Taylor Ariel Handelman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Christian Wayne Harned – Risk Management & Insurance
Brannond Lee Harvey – Management
Joshua Haslett – Marketing
Zackary Jaden Heaney – Marketing
Heena Hemrajani Malkani – Management and Marketing
Curran Thomas Hennigan – Marketing
Justin Browder Henning – Risk Management & Insurance
Franco Hernandez – Finance
Christopher Patrick Hickey (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Kendell Lovell Higgs II – Human Resource Management
Corbin Nicholas Hipp – Management
Joshua Michael Hoadley – Marketing
Nicholas George Hoskinson (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Nicholas George Hoskinson (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Garrett Duren Huber – Professional Sales
Andrew Hurtado – Finance and Marketing
Fierdeos Hystuna – Finance
Adolphe William Indest IV – Management
Marcos Antonio Iturribilita Suarez – Management Information Systems
Naomi Anne-Marie Jacques – Finance
Alysa Zaneta Judge – Accounting
Kazi Zahidul Kabir – Management Information Systems
Kazi Zahidul Kabir – Finance
William Jordan Knowles – Professional Sales
Owen Charles Kuhn – Real Estate
Logan Scott Langham – Finance
Christopher James Larsen – Accounting
Michael F. Lazcano – Finance
Mary Katherine Lemmon – Risk Management & Insurance
Jacky Levi – Management Information Systems
Justin David Levine – Finance
Eric Lieberbaum – Marketing
Custer Burlingame Livermore IV – Finance
Chaeli Alessandra Lopez – Marketing
Danaris Natalia Lopez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Wolfe Louis – Finance
Shanice D. Love – Accounting
Kaung Lun – Marketing
Zechariah Michael Machado – Risk Management & Insurance
Jordan Meinert Maddox – Marketing and Finance
Alec Thomas Mahoney – Marketing
Tamia Mallett – Finance
Demi Marie Mancuso – Marketing
Danielle Rose Mangialetto – Finance
Michael Harrison Manion – Finance and Real Estate
Stryder Marius – Risk Management & Insurance
Rice Anthony Martello – Business Administration
Derek Alexander Martinez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Samantha Gisselle Martinez – Accounting
Maria Fernanda Martinez Mancia – Marketing
Brendon McCarthy – Finance
Brandon Frank McCoy – Finance
Madison Maureen McDaniel – Marketing
Allison Caroline McDonald – Marketing
Timothy Davis Mculin – Real Estate
Nicholas Kevin Melilli – Management
Martin Jefferson Menard (CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems and Finance
Jacob Taylor Merkle – Marketing
Jonathan E. Miller – Finance
Joshua Aaron Miller – Real Estate
Michael Callaway Miller – Finance
Michael Callaway Miller – Management Information Systems
Jackson Akins Mills – Finance

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Accounting
Finance
Information Systems
LAUDE
Management
Marketing
Regulation and Compliance
CUM LAUDE

COLLEGE OF NURSING
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
With Major In
Shavon Jones (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Connor William Monaco – Finance
Matthew D. Monroe – Finance and Marketing
Marie Claire Montenegro – Finance
Marie Claire Montenegro – Management
Information Systems
Matthew Dane Moskowitz – Professional Sales
Rachel Lynn Murphy – Marketing
Leila Rahama Sakinah Nagbara – Finance
Nelson Geraldo Nazon – Finance
James Oliver Newman – Real Estate
Hanna Marie Niapas (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Kenneth John Nicholson III – Real Estate
Cole Skylar Nitterauer – Finance
Kyle Adam Norbut (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Business Administration
Allison Taylor O’Brien – Marketing
Madison Marie O’Brien – Finance
Courtney Michelle Ortiz – Accounting
Thomas Jay Parish – Marketing
David Mario Pascual – Accounting and Finance
Rhoda Cristal Pavrette – Finance
Tyler Blake Powell – Accounting
Mitchell Gordon Qualis – Management
Nikolas Anthony Rakic – Finance
Shelby Yvonne Rempe (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Nicholas Connor Reynolds – Real Estate
Sydney Anne Reynolds – Marketing and Finance
Jarred David Rice – Management Information Systems
Elizabeth Roark – Business Administration
Hunter Gavyn Romans – Business Administration
Russell Brian Rowe II – Risk Management & Insurance
Micael John Ryan – Business Administration
Austin Reed Saffer – Finance and Real Estate
Hillary Juliette Santana – Marketing
David Charles Sapia – Real Estate
Sara-Kelly Marie Schneider – Marketing
Kaitlinn Sendar (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Jared Russell Thomas Shea – Finance
Joni Elyse Shell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Stephen Mark Shipman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Noah Robert Short – Accounting
Omar Hani Shoubaki – Finance
Keith Shuler – Professional Sales
Connor Gabriel Smith – Marketing
Donald Shane Smith – Accounting
Erik Christian Sorensen – Marketing
Justin Richard Sosa – Management
Rob P. Stefaniak – Management
Olivia Patricia Steinemann (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Breneica Stephens – Professional Sales
Alejo Storni – Marketing
Brittany Patricia Stys – Real Estate
Michael Truitt Swain – Finance
Jake Taddio – Marketing
Emily Ann Marie Tappy – Marketing
Brenda Tavarez – Accounting
Brandis A. Taylor – Retail Management
Taylor Andrew Tison – Finance
Christian Charles Tootle – Marketing
Bradley Dennis Truel II – Risk Management & Insurance
James Folsom Tullis III – Finance
Kurtis Bryan Urquhart (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Kurtis Bryan Urquhart (CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management & Insurance
Thara Morena Vasques – Finance
Thara Morena Vasques – Real Estate
Katherine Maxine Vu (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Eleanor Jane Wallace (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Sakala Watson – Accounting
Robert Austin Webb – Finance
Michael David Webber – Accounting and Finance
Sierra Letrice White – Management
Damian Lavern Williams – Risk Management & Insurance and Economics
Gareth John Williams – Finance
Logan Christopher Wills – Finance
Blake Alan Worley – Accounting
Jason Scott Wyner – Finance and Marketing
Dylan Lucien Yagle (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Rudi Jesse Yzer – Management
Felipe Zavalia – Finance
Logan Christopher Zuments – Risk Management & Insurance

Master of Accounting
With Major In
Ashley Danielle Allard – Assurance and Advisory Services
Kyle Matthew Baker – Assurance and Advisory Services
Philip William Bealor – Assurance and Advisory Services
Jacob Riley Billetter – Assurance and Advisory Services
Theodore Robert Russell Bruner – Taxation
Brandon Burns – Accounting-Generalist
Jessica Justina Carrasco – Taxation
Jeremy Richard Chaiser – Assurance and Advisory Services
Nathanial Stephen Cohen – Assurance and Advisory Services
Charlie Knox Cuthbertson – Assurance and Advisory Services
Cole Christopher Dawkins – Assurance and Advisory Services
Rebecca Dickinson – Taxation
Arseno Alejandro Ferrer – Taxation
Reid Davis Fleming – Assurance and Advisory Services
Vincent Jorge Garcia – Accounting-Generalist
Michael Alfred Grey – Assurance and Advisory Services
Anthony Michael Hannah – Assurance and Advisory Services
Samantha Marie Hart – Assurance and Advisory Services
Myles Frederic Henderson – Taxation
John Marc Hoening – Assurance and Advisory Services
Thomas Alan Johnsen – Taxation
Dana Victoria Landress – Assurance and Advisory Services
Kaitlyn Marie Marlett – Assurance and Advisory Services
Brooke Lindsey Mason – Assurance and Advisory Services
Kayna Nicole Mogelnicki – Assurance and Advisory Services
Maria Lucia Navarro – Assurance and Advisory Services
Emily Kate Nolan – Assurance and Advisory Services
Kayla Rene Phillips – Taxation
Augustus Christian Rabito – Assurance and Advisory Services
Brian Reyes – Assurance and Advisory Services
Annette Marie Rotunno – Assurance and Advisory Services
Natalia Alicia San Martin – Assurance and Advisory Services
Jamiel T. Shillingford – Accounting-Generalist
Nicholas Blake Tyler – Accounting-Generalist
Julian E. Van Pelt – Assurance and Advisory Services
Patricia Kathryn Walker – Taxation
Gabriella Sarah Wolf – Assurance and Advisory Services
Jiana Zheng – Assurance and Advisory Services

Master of Business Administration
With Major In
Clarissa Albarran – Business Administration
Nicky Las Balona – Business Administration
Vincent John Bartuccio III – Business Administration
John Dillon Brown – Business Administration
Lei Cheng – Business Administration
Rachael Lynn Daniels – Business Administration
Rafael Jesus Deret – Business Administration
Jonathan Michael DeStefano – Business Administration
Benjamin C. Garcia – Business Administration
Collin Gifford – Business Administration
Eric Jarre Gryn – Business Administration
Stephen Theodore Banks Harwood – Business Administration
Ethan N. Hawkins – Business Administration
Robertson Arthur Hoyt – Business Administration
Joel Robert Huffman – Business Administration
Brandon Douglas James – Business Administration
Michelle Marie Kane – Business Administration
Christopher James Kwiatkowski – Business Administration
Cody Langston – Business Administration
Don Quang Le – Business Administration
Jeff Alan Lewallen – Business Administration
David James Magee – Business Administration
Jesse Andrew McCamish – Business Administration
Bernice C. McQueen – Business Administration
Megan Nicole Mowery – Business Administration
Anne Neidhardt – Business Administration
Hannah Cydney Peterson – Business Administration
Eleanor Reidy – Business Administration
Sophie Elizabeth Seel – Business Administration
Adrienne Shawn Teffner – Business Administration
Matthew James Houser – Management Information Systems
Andrew Joseph Iturne – Management Information Systems
Jodi-Ann Vanessa Livingstone – Risk Management & Insurance
Michael Thomas Schioppa – Management Information Systems
Dustin Mathew Shapero – Management Information Systems
Derek Haven Wociack – Risk Management & Insurance

Summer Commencement 2020
Joshua John Haynycz – Cyber Criminology
Melissa Morgan Helprey – Criminology
Ashleigh Kindred Jackson – Criminology
Hekiah Lashay Jackson – Criminology
Jessica Jacob – Criminology
Corale June Jarvis – Criminology and Religion
Kyle Hunter Jones – Criminology
QuanTrevis Jones – Criminology
Chelsea Rose Jourdain – Criminology and Psychology
Jared Kenneth Knorr – Criminology
Amanda Nicole Leathers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Ja’Rhonda Lewis – Criminology
Haley Katherine Lockwood – Criminology
Brianna Loya – Criminology
Sullivan Kathleen Maney – Criminology
John William Matakas – Criminology
Logan Scott McClain – Cyber Criminology - Criminology
Ryan Paul McDonald – Criminology
Zhariel Monay McNeil – Criminology
Bryanna Elizabeth Means – Criminology and Psychology
Angie Beatrix Mella – Criminology
Kasey Mentzer – Criminology
Trevor Carrington Merton – Criminology
Jessica Celine Meyer – Criminology
Hugo Monterrubio – Cyber Criminology - Criminology
Gabriella Carolyn Morris (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Middle Eastern Studies
Tommas Mosquera – Criminology and International Affairs
Shelby Yoko Norton – Criminology
David Joseph O’Halloran – Criminology
Sidney Marie Oakes-Lotttridge (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Kendall Caroline Ochoa – Criminology
Colleen Ofarell – Criminology
Joel Thomas Pallon (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Sociology
Diana Perez – Criminology
Fredjataj Ja’Briana Pinkney – Criminology
Hunter Sharkey Pollack – Criminology
Thomas Popescu – Criminology
Cory Prince – Criminology
Gareth Wallace Pursley – Criminology
Debbie Michelle Ramos Maza – Criminology
Steven F. Rene, Jr. – Criminology
Laura A. Reynolds (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Taylor Elizabeth Rice – Criminology and Psychology
Latemia Alexandra Richards – Criminology
Victoria Neda Kohani – Criminology and Psychology
Katherin Rojo – Criminology
Geri Sue Root – Criminology
David Enrique Rosales – Criminology
Bailey Roy – Criminology
Uriel Ruiz – Criminology
Kyle Rushing – Criminology
Alexandra Saavedra – Criminology
Meaghan Kaitlyn Saffle (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Zahria Patrice Gaines – Criminology
Ashley Marie Sheiman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Andrew Davis Shouse – Criminology
Bryan A. Shuler – Criminology
Natalie Marie Silver – Criminology
Leland Kelly Smith IV – Criminology
Daniel J. Smithen – Criminology and Psychology
Albrey Renee Sorrell – Criminology
Janya Lemaria Stephens – Criminology
Hannah Patricia Stevenson (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Christian David Suero – Criminology
Garrett Matthew Swier – Criminology
Jessica Sue Tatem – Criminology and Psychology
Octavia Bianca Thomas – Criminology
Ryan Daniel Thomas – Criminology
Shamari Leonido Thomas – Criminology
Alexandra Danielle Timmer – Criminology and Psychology
Beatrice Alexandra Valenti – Criminology
Akayla Marie Van Dine-Moore – Criminology
Asia Mystell Van Dine-Moore – Criminology
Daniel Armando Varona – Criminology And Sociology
Jade Ashlie Whately-Webb – Criminology
Rachel Ann Williams – Criminology
Michaela Marie Wilson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Dante Joseph Woodson – Criminology
Tyler Yelitto – Criminology
Michael Raymond Zastawny – Criminology

Master of Science
With Major In
Hanna Amirzadeh – Criminal Justice Studies
Taylor Jane Ballard – Criminal Justice Studies
Alex Christian Billmeier – Criminology
Gary William Bitz, Jr. – Criminology
Shannon Chaffers – Criminology
Bradley Dale Dawson – Criminal Justice Studies
Heather Nicole DePete – Criminal Justice Studies
Serafina Di Benedetto – Criminology
Meagan A. Fresshou – Criminal Justice Studies
Rachel Fulmer – Criminology
Isabelle Josette Ghina – Criminal Justice Studies
Jose Luis Gonzalez – Criminal Justice Studies
Linda Anne Infinger – Criminology
Julie Lyn Kuper – Criminology
Avery Jordan Kushner – Criminology
Jacqueline Reva LaBayne – Criminal Justice Studies
Janet Joelle Lee – Criminal Justice Studies
Noelle Lewis – Criminal Justice Studies
Victoria Teresa Lluis – Criminology
Raymond Paul Malengo – Criminal Justice Studies
Liska Marie Mohr – Criminal Justice Studies
Shane A. McClanahan – Criminal Justice Studies
Semen Alexis Moss – Criminal Justice Studies
Alan Curtis Pickard – Criminal Justice Studies
Nicolas Elias Ramirez – Criminal Justice Studies
Kiauna Dashawn Reed – Criminal Justice Studies
Ashleigh Victoria Sheehy – Criminal Justice Studies
Charys Rhianne Olivia Smith – Criminal Justice Studies
Jamie Leigh Turnbow-Conley – Criminal Justice Studies
Megan Leticia Vogt – Criminal Justice Studies

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Caroline Michelle Bailey – Criminology
Major Professors: Dr. Patricia Y. Warren and Dr. Eric A. Stewart
“The Perpetuation of Violence and Discrimination: How the Legacy of Slavery Contributes to the Continued Victimization of African Americans”

Samantha Josephine Brown – Criminal Justice
Major Professor: Dr. Daniel P. Mears
“There’s a First Time for Everything: First Police Contact and its Effect on Offending”
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL WORK

Bachelor of Social Work
With Major In

Kiersten Collette Arthur (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Jaimey Keyshe Batts – Social Work and Psychology
Anna Maria Francesca Cichielo – Social Work
Da’Ishah Collie (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Julie Brooke Cruz – Social Work
Dawn Elizabeth Kay Erlich (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Shauna Tricia Ghorbani (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Shaviah L. Hamilton – Social Work
Chelsea Jean Johnson (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Keshauli Johnson – Social Work
Erika Jean Kristensen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Jacob Dean Loveland (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Kelly Ann Perez – Social Work
Nichole Perez – Social Work
Adira-Daniqie Mahira Nasya Philyaw (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Social Work
Alexis Zsane Smith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Chella Sykes

Master of Social Work
With Major In

Kaylyn Elizabeth Andrews-Strickland – Social Work
Ashley Aponte-Nieves – Social Work
Ryan Edward Ardooin – Social Work
Felicia Elizabeth Bender – Social Work
Mariah Anne Berberich – Social Work
Avory Jayde Billman – Social Work
Keren Happuch Blount – Social Work
Elizabeth Catherine Burgess – Social Work
ShaRonia Danene Burnett – Social Work
Shannon Buttler – Social Work
Kathryn Casello – Social Work
Torri Lynn Clay – Social Work
Kristin Lorraine Cline – Social Work
Cheretickia Monique Mary Rose Davis – Social Work
Katy A. Davis – Social Work
Andrew John Decker – Social Work
Precious Nicole Delancy – Social Work
Kaitlyn June Desory – Social Work
Cintiya Veronica Dominguez – Social Work
Chelsea May Drummond-Winger – Social Work
Tana Denise Dukes – Social Work
Debbie Wendy Duplessy – Social Work

Claudia Flores – Social Work
Rachel Fulmer – Social Work
Lilith Beth Garcia – Social Work
Nikkeia A. Gibbs – Social Work
Regina Elizabeth Graham – Social Work
Melissa Gregerson – Social Work
Ambur Rae Donnell Gregorio – Social Work
Victoria A. Gruber – Social Work
Janetta Natasha Jackson – Social Work
Hannah Marie Johnson – Social Work
Natalie Charde Johnson – Social Work
Abigail Renee Karrh – Social Work
Cecelia Erin Lay – Social Work
Robin Layton – Social Work
De’Arbryee Annette Lee – Social Work
Kristy Arlette Lester – Social Work
Cassidy Jayne Sow – Social Work
Jodi Jane Lindquist – Social Work
Jateasia Ashley Littles – Social Work
Samuel Yahvenson Louisaint – Social Work
Tiffany Lynch – Social Work
Deana Carol Montoya-Evans – Social Work
Lindsey Nicole Newton – Social Work
Megan Hawks Norquest – Social Work
Ashley Pace – Social Work
Lindsay Elizabeth Pantinakis – Social Work
Julia Papesch – Social Work
Emily Ann Perry – Social Work
Amanda Nicole Persad – Social Work
Hailey Morgan Philips – Social Work
Kethia Pierre-Charles – Social Work
Wyshanta Pompey – Social Work
Kiana Dashawn Reed – Social Work
Lauren Emily Rizza – Social Work
Jeannie Renee Robinson – Social Work
Kyra Elizabeth Robinson – Social Work
Melissa Marie Salter – Social Work
David Sarris – Social Work
Elizabeth Grace Smith – Social Work
Jade Staubus – Social Work
Kiera Bachmann Tarafa – Social Work
Bianna Lynn Tebben – Social Work
Marissa Ariel Thomas – Social Work
Camille V. Turner-Bragdon – Social Work
LeNiece Jennelle Venzant – Social Work
Megan Leticia Vogt – Social Work
Katelyn Rose Weaver – Social Work
Breonna Shance Willis – Social Work
Marisopa Blake Wilson – Social Work
Savanah Woodhall – Social Work
Amy Ford Woodward – Social Work
Dollie Danielle Wygant – Social Work
Amanda Maria Yurich – Social Work

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Daniel J. Dunleavy – Social Work
Major Professor: Dr. Jeffrey Lacasse


COLLEGE OF MUSIC

Bachelor of Arts
With Major In

Sarah Katharine Barfield (CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Kaman Bipat – Music - Liberal Arts
Johnny Chavarria, Jr. – Commercial Music
Janay Delisma – Music - Liberal Arts
Joseph Edward Fischer – Music - Liberal Arts
Daniel Allen Graham – Music - Liberal Arts
Savana Lee Hewitt – Music - Liberal Arts
Rachel Ann Hillman – Music - Liberal Arts
Nardgeleen Jean Francois – Music - Liberal Arts
Jennifer Rose Mast (CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts and Psychology
Paolo Patricio Medel – Commercial Music
Michael Medina – Music - Liberal Arts
Laura Elizabeth Rushe – Music - Liberal Arts
James Levi Stanley (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Alexandra Thomas – Music - Liberal Arts
Omari Akil Walker – Music - Liberal Arts
Nicholas Carnell Watson – Music - Liberal Arts
Ryan Garr Louis Williams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts and Marketing

Nicholas K. Abernathy – Jazz
Dexter Beaton – Music Therapy
Lexa Michelle de la Cruz Botardo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Riley Hiroshi Hirai – Voice Performance
Mikailo Kasha (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Jazz
Gabriel Landa – Jazz
Aaron James McKenzie – Music Theatre - Music
Patricia Rose Patel – Music Therapy
Zoe Rose Proebel – Voice Performance
Alison Claire Puett (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Matoe Sanchez – Jazz
Paul Santora (CUM LAUDE) – Music Composition and Computer Science
Denis Vasenin (CUM LAUDE) – Guitar Performance

Christopher Carlos Vlca – Music Therapy

Master of Music
With Major In

Manuel Antonio Carvajal – Music Therapy
John Culbreth Chandler – Voice Performance
Pak Shing Chiu – Opera Production
Roxanne Claire Jester – Music Therapy
Sandee Rose Katz – Music Therapy
Allison Stokes – Voice Performance
Christian Gabriel Velez Rodriguez – Music Therapy

Master of Music Education
With Major In

Kathryn R. Encisco – Music Education
Sara Diane Webb – Music Education
Lauren Elaine Schaeffer (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Lexi Jordyn Schatzberg – Family & Child Sciences
Allison Leeanh Schwartz – Family & Child Sciences
Lauren Beverly Sculli – Exercise Physiology
Carla Alexis Sierra (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Luke Andrew Simpson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Robert Benjamin Slavton – Family & Child Sciences
Madison Spence – Dietetics
Charlotte Lindsay Stevens (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Elizabeth Roberston Stevenson – Exercise Physiology
Amber Jane Stout – Exercise Physiology
Terisa Alison Strong – Exercise Physiology
Kimi Sarah Fujiwara Stuckey – Exercise Physiology
Matthew Tyler Swirsky – Exercise Physiology
Chelsea Syster – Exercise Physiology
Carlos Talledo, Jr. (WITH HONORS) – Exercise Physiology
Emma Kate Taylor (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Lauren Amber Toler – Exercise Physiology
Dalton Mitchell Tryba – Exercise Physiology
Tiffani Shannon Tyson – Family & Child Sciences
Allyson Lea Van Hook (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Austin Hugh Volovar – Family & Child Sciences
Abigail Elizabeth Watkins – Athletic Training
Savannah Welch (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Matthew Charles Weldgen – Athletic Training
Lauren Elizabeth Welford – Exercise Physiology
Elizabeth Parish Whittaker (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Cassidy Koran Woods – Family & Child Sciences
Ashlyn Rene Wright – Family & Child Sciences
Kevin Zhu Zhang – Exercise Physiology
Mykela Rose Zumbrau (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology

Master of Science

With Major In

James Townley French – Sports Nutrition
Stephanie Gipson – Sports Nutrition
Brett Hanna – Sports Nutrition
Abigail Christine Johnson – Nutrition & Food Science
Shannon Catherine Palmer – Sports Nutrition
Kaitlyn Frontera Schandelmayer – Nutrition & Food Science
Shalom Chantez Siebert Benton – Nutrition & Food Science
Caroline Winchester Winer – Sports Nutrition
David Cameron Yarborough – Sports Nutrition

Doctor of Philosophy

With Major In

Cortnie Shanane Baily – Human Development and Family Science
Major Professor: Dr. Joseph G. Grzywacz
“Family Financial Socialization in Black Families: An Exploratory Study”

Jasmine Ferrill – Marriage & Family Therapy
Major Professor: Dr. Melinda Gonzales-Backen

“Vicarious Race-Based Stress: How Widely Publicized Racism Injuries and Cultural Coping Resources Protect”

Elizabeth Marie Foley – Nutrition & Food Science
Major Professor: Dr. Bahram H. Arjmandi

“Allerations in the Gut Microbiome of Osteopenic Men After Three Months of Prune Consumption”

Shar’Dane Devonna Harris – Marriage & Family Therapy
Major Professor: Dr. Lenore McWey

“Perceptions, Identities, and Involvement: Black Fathers’ Perspectives on Aspects of Fatherhood”

Ahmed Ismaeel – Exercise Physiology
Major Professor: Dr. Panagiots Koutakis

“Mechanisms of Ischemia/Reperfusion-Mediated Skeletal Muscle Fibrosis”

Julia Hollingsworth Jones – Marriage & Family Therapy
Major Professor: Dr. Lenore McWey

“Using the Double ABC-X Model of Family Stress to Understand Parent-Adolescent Relationships, Stress Perception, and Family Functioning”

Kathryn Francesca Roberts – Marriage & Family Therapy
Major Professor: Dr. Jonathan Kimmes

“The Impact of Love: Trait Mindfulness, Relationship Quality, and Alcohol Use in a Couples Context”

Lauren K. Birch – Special Education
David Hunter Blue – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Jeffrey W. Brown – Sport Management
Amanda Josephik Burnett – Elementary Education
Derrell J. Caldwell – Sport Management
Whitney Cook – Elementary Education
Alba Cunningham – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Shushan Dai – Sport Management
Lia Drivas – Sport Management
Meaghan McAdam Eckerle – Social Science Education
Alex John Fabrega – Visual Disabilities
Cameron Fielding – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Medline Kelane Fleurimond – Education Policy & Evaluation
Javier Eyvian Gomez – Mathematics Education
Daniel Chase Haney – Sport Management
Heather Hanssen – Higher Education
Thomas Emmanuel Evrad Henry – Sport Management
Dillan Mark Jeffries – Sport Management
Luke Anthony Jobson – Sport Management
Rachel Annette Jones – Sport Management
Christina Marie Jordan – Elementary Education
Courtney Anne La Belle – Mathematics Education
Meredith Grace Leiferman – English Education
Sydney Luciano – Sport Management
Marshall Mainer – Sport Management
Rachel Michaels Mayse – Elementary Education
Chelsea McCann – Mathematics Education
Amanda Jeanne McClish – Educational Leadership/Administration
Whitney Diane McMullen – Mathematics Education
Amanda Michele Mirabella – Early Childhood Education
Tifani M. Mullen – Elementary Education
Elijah Edward Newsome – Sport Management
Alexis Lynn Noell – Sport Management
Erica Nicole Orensky – Sport Management
Rachel Quad Osborn – Educational Leadership/Administration
Jennifer Lauren Paez – Educational Leadership/Administration
Janisha Parchment – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Jayeon Park – International & Multicultural Education
Hannah Lynn Parker – English Education
Elena Mette Princi – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Thomas Rafter – Sport Management
Karlee Layne Rankine – Reading Education & Language Arts
Derek Richard Reich – Social Science Education
Andrea Rist – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Edward John Rodger – Sport Management
Matthew G. Roque-Paskow – Sport Management
Richard Russell – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Travis Umberto Sampiero – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Benjamin Schonfarber III – Sport Management
Jake Ryan Suddreth – Sport Management
Jeffrey S. Thorpe – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Chad Wagner – English Education
Ryan M. Webb – English Education
Alexis Ann Wemmer – English Teaching
Anthony W. Winters – Clinical Mental Health Counseling

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science

With Major In

Lauren Jane Atherton (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Jeffrey W. Brown – Sport Management
Kyle Calial Fearrington – Sport Management
Jacob Harris – Sport Management
William Jackson Kent (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Ellen Ann Magee – Sport Management
Donovan S. Moore (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management and Statistics
Adam William Nazworth – Sport Management
Jared Lynn Shoe – Sport Management
Andres Alexander Sladojevic (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management

Master of Science

With Major In

Janice Alexio – Elementary Education
Shannon Elizabeth Axtell – English Education
Justin Tyler Baggott – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies

Lauren Jane Atherton – Sport Management
Jeffrey W. Brown – Sport Management
Amanda Josephik Burnett – Elementary Education
Derrell J. Caldwell – Sport Management
Whitney Cook – Elementary Education
Alba Cunningham – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Shushan Dai – Sport Management
Lia Drivas – Sport Management
Meaghan McAdam Eckerle – Social Science Education
Alex John Fabrega – Visual Disabilities
Cameron Fielding – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Medline Kelane Fleurimond – Education Policy & Evaluation
Javier Eyvian Gomez – Mathematics Education
Daniel Chase Haney – Sport Management
Heather Hanssen – Higher Education
Thomas Emmanuel Evrad Henry – Sport Management
Dillan Mark Jeffries – Sport Management
Luke Anthony Jobson – Sport Management
Rachel Annette Jones – Sport Management
Christina Marie Jordan – Elementary Education
Courtney Anne La Belle – Mathematics Education
Meredith Grace Leiferman – English Education
Sydney Luciano – Sport Management
Marshall Mainer – Sport Management
Rachel Michaels Mayse – Elementary Education
Chelsea McCann – Mathematics Education
Amanda Jeanne McClish – Educational Leadership/Administration
Whitney Diane McMullen – Mathematics Education
Amanda Michele Mirabella – Early Childhood Education
Tifani M. Mullen – Elementary Education
Elijah Edward Newsome – Sport Management
Alexis Lynn Noell – Sport Management
Erica Nicole Orensky – Sport Management
Rachel Quad Osborn – Educational Leadership/Administration
Jennifer Lauren Paez – Educational Leadership/Administration
Janisha Parchment – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Jayeon Park – International & Multicultural Education
Hannah Lynn Parker – English Education
Elena Mette Princi – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Thomas Rafter – Sport Management
Karlee Layne Rankine – Reading Education & Language Arts
Derek Richard Reich – Social Science Education
Andrea Rist – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Edward John Rodger – Sport Management
Matthew G. Roque-Paskow – Sport Management
Richard Russell – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Travis Umberto Sampiero – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Benjamin Schonfarber III – Sport Management
Jake Ryan Suddreth – Sport Management
Jeffrey S. Thorpe – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Chad Wagner – English Education
Ryan M. Webb – English Education
Alexis Ann Wemmer – English Teaching
Anthony W. Winters – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
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Brenna Jade Wonesy – Science Education
Hyosoon Yim – Sport Management
Anthony W. Winters – Clinical Mental Health Counseling

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Kesia Blenn Milner – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Toby J. Park

“Perceptions of a Northwest Florida Community Partnership School: Benefits and Challenges Through the Eyes of School, Family, and Community”

Danila Richard Marshall – Higher Education
Major Professor: Dr. Kathee L. Guthrie

“An Exploration of On-campus Student Employment and Leadership Capacity”

Diana Ubinas-Wright – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Schwartz

“The Untold Stories of Community College Latinx Student Retention”

Doctor of Education
With Major In

LaFarin Renee Meriwether – Higher Education
Major Professor: Dr. Tamara Bertrand Jones

“We’re All Fighting: Experiences of Black Women HBCU Graduates Enrolled in HWI Doctoral Programs”

Jiwon Nam – Measurement & Statistics
Major Professors: Dr. Russell G. Almond and Dr. Insu Paek

“Estimating the Tier Treatment Effect for Response-To-Intervention: The Impact of Teacher Override”

Rachel L. Scharlepp – Combined Program in Counseling Psychology & School Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Martin Swanbrow-Becker

“The Relationship Between Childhood Abuse, Social Support, and Recidivism among Female Inmates”

Erkan Sayilir – Measurement & Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Russell Almond

“Bayesian Modeling of Single-Case Research Design Data in the Presence of Autocorrelation”

Neal Christopher Ternes – Sport Management
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Giardina

“Together in the Blue Hell: The Search for Community Through Sport in Kansas City”

Erica Wiborg – Higher Education
Major Professors: Dr. Cameron Beaty and Dr. Kathy L. Guthrie

“A Critical Discourse Analysis of Leadership Learning Classrooms”

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY – Summer Commencement 2020
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Honors</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel Andre Diaz</td>
<td>Spanish/Business</td>
<td></td>
<td>COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Elizabeth Diaz</td>
<td>Humanities</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Diaz</td>
<td>Computer Programming &amp; Applications</td>
<td></td>
<td>With Major In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Nicole DiCristofalo</td>
<td>Editing, Writing, &amp; Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troy L. Dodd</td>
<td>Literature, Media, and Culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Dominguez</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camille Eckley</td>
<td>Humanities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Marie Eggsware</td>
<td>Editing, Writing, &amp; Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Elizabeth Farris</td>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Ross Ferland</td>
<td>Editing, Writing, &amp; Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlin Rose Flanagan</td>
<td>Humanities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Fleener</td>
<td>Literature, Media, and Culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Fernanda Franco</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elyse Nicole Frauendorfer</td>
<td>Editing, Writing, &amp; Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristan Jose Garcia</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ike George</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Leigh Gilbert</td>
<td>Editing, Writing, &amp; Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendasha Michelle Gilmore</td>
<td>Literature, Media, and Culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Marie Glenny</td>
<td>Humanities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Kyle Godwin</td>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alysa Sandra Gonnella</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle Lauren Gonzalez</td>
<td>Humanities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Gonzalez</td>
<td>Humanities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Allen Graham</td>
<td>Editing, Writing, &amp; Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Alexander Greear</td>
<td>Environmental Science &amp; Policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Marie Greenup</td>
<td>Humanities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Guthrie</td>
<td>Editing, Writing, &amp; Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Enrique Gutierrez</td>
<td>Environmental Science &amp; Policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peiyao Han</td>
<td>Computer Programming &amp; Applications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Marie Hancock</td>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Martin Harris</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlynn Elizabeth Hart</td>
<td>Humanities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keegan Scott Hart</td>
<td>Classical Civilizations and Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Annette Heath</td>
<td>(MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, &amp; Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliana Mariah Henchy</td>
<td>(MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, &amp; Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Pauline Herring</td>
<td>Literature, Media, and Culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brookelyn Mary Hodges</td>
<td>Humanities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moriah Ashton Iglesias</td>
<td>Editing, Writing, &amp; Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Paola Inoa</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marloion Deanna Isaac</td>
<td>Editing, Writing, &amp; Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Jacobson</td>
<td>Editing, Writing, &amp; Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmidt Joe-Ketner Jean</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby AnnMarie Johnson</td>
<td>Editing, Writing, &amp; Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian Marston Jones</td>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Franklin Jones</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Casey Jones</td>
<td>Environmental Science &amp; Policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyra Bobbie Joseph</td>
<td>Editing, Writing, &amp; Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Lee Kemp</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science &amp; Policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaz'min Lachelle Kemp</td>
<td>History</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Catherine Kim Ah Young Gibson</td>
<td>Editing, Writing, &amp; Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loukens Damel Laloi</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Rae Lowley</td>
<td>History</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genevieve Taylor Larkins</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Karen Lawrence</td>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald Wesley Lick, Jr.</td>
<td>Humanities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Kevin Isaiah Romero – Actuarial Science and Applied & Computational Mathematics
Jakob Avery Rubenstein – Psychology
Monica Verde Rueda – Psychology
Christopher Lee Rutherford – Biological Science and Environmental & Society
Michael Stephen Ryan – Biological Science
Marglinie R. Saint-Jean – Psychology
Michaela Alice Saint-Juste – Biochemistry
Nathaniel James Samson – Chemistry
Sydney Marie Samuels – Psychology
Daniela Sanchez – Psychology
Dayron Sanchez – Environmental Science
Keegan Andrew Schaaf (CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science and Sport Management
Jacquelyn Paige Schatzman – Biological Science
Kyle Jordan Schluer – Psychology
Baylie Marie Schott – Biological Science
Dylan Isaac Schwartz – Biological Science
Logan Suzanne Seeman – Psychology and Political Science
Andres Felipe Segura – Biological Science
Laura Beatriz Segura – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Emily Kathryn Sharpe – Psychology
Douglass Shotwell – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Rihard Shvarcman – Biological Science
Olivia Wilson Sims – Psychology
Zachary Patrick Sirmans (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Applied & Computational Mathematics
Kayla Miranda Sizemore (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Dylan Smith – Psychology
Sasheem Talcio Snell – Computational Biology - Computer Science
Sterling Lloyd Spencer – Biological Science
Noah Alexander Stapleton – Biological Science
Casey Alana Swift (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Isak Thomas Syverud (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Gabriel Justin Tanenbaum (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Statistics
Amar Thakor – Psychology
Donovan Fate Tiffin – Psychology
Brett Robert Toth – Psychology
Phat Thanh Tran (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Kendra D. Turner – Creative Writing
Kevin Brian Turner, Jr. – Computer Science
Logan Andrew Tyler – Psychology
Tourean Isaac Nyron Underwood (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Madison Ivy Upshaw – Psychology
Davon Michael Valverde – Chemical Science
Denis Vasenin (CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Dane Austin Vasquez – Anthropology
Hazel Leigh Velaz-Diaz – Psychology
Savannah Shepheltman – Psychology
Anel Cristina Verish – Psychology
Ann Hoang Vo – Chemistry
Grayson A. Wagstaff – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Brooke Haley Walker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Alexander Daniel Wallace – Biological Science
Leona Paige Walton – Psychology
Aubrey Donna Wampler – Psychology
Chelese Yasmine Washington (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Gavin Jeb Webb – Environmental Science
Emily Elizabeth Wells – Environmental Science
Olivia Montana Wetzel – Psychology
Chanston Wheatley – Psychology
Loftin Scott Whiddon – Statistics
Jessica Lyn Whittaker – Computer Science
Maxwell Grant Willett – Actuarial Science
Scott Williams – Applied & Computational Mathematics and Computational Science
Jennifer Marie Willis – Chemistry
Carlee Rita Nicole Wilson – Psychology
Matthew Wix (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science and Applied & Computational Mathematics
Luke Samuel Wohltmann – Environmental Science
Robert David Wright III (CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Rita Yang – Psychology
Fihmi Ead Yussef Zaed – Chemical Science
Yussef Ead Yussef Zaed – Biological Science
Joseph Benjamin Zilonka (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science

Master of Arts
With Major In

Catherine Alameddin – Classical Civilizations
Nathanial Evans Cook – Spanish
Stephanie Coney – Digital Humanities
Shane M. Dabney – Philosophy
Kristen Lynnmarie Emerson Gunter – Spanish
Dariella Fonseca – Italian Studies
Erika Magdalena Hernandez – Spanish
Gabrielle Rose Isgar – Spanish
Laura Ashley Lansing – Classical Civilizations
Jessica Onok – Religion
Alberto Miguel Perez Rueda – Public History
Alexandra Ann Stephens – Ancient History
Alexandra Ann Stephens – Greek
Sidney Allison Turner – Rhetoric and Composition

Master of Science
With Major In

Ibrahim Al-Mighuar – Computer Science
Austin Neil Anderson – Mathematics
Abdulah Muheel Momit Auroko – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Fan Bai – Biomathematics
Charles Erick Bowen – Meteorology
Amanpreet Kaur Brar – Biological Science
Ezra Sebastian Brooker – Computational Science
Brandon David Buck – Biological Science
Daniel Patrick Callen – Marine Chemistry
Sathyarayanan Chandramouli – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Jihua Chen – Statistical Data Science
Ian Taylor Crawford-Goss – Physics
Peng Diao – Statistical Data Science
Christopher Draper – Computer Science
Michael Greg Dukette – Computer Science
Hung T. Duong – Financial Mathematics
James Eke – Geology
Romario De Jesus Estrella-Ramos – Computer Science
Mehran Fazli – Biomathematics
Randula Devujhith Fonseka – Biological Science
Austin Gallyer – Clinical Psychology
Ashley Ruth Gannon – Computational Science
Jose Francisco Gonzalez Ledesma – Physics
Gina Angelie Guillory – Organic Chemistry
Anthony Edward Hoffman – Chemistry
Cera Taylor Hsu – Chemistry
Taylor Ann Iasai – Organic Chemistry
Evon Jones – Meteorology
Rachel Elizabeth Joyner – Developmental Psychology
Gabriel Jurado – Physics
Arthur Xenophon Karapateas – Computer Science

Marzieh Khodaei Gheshlagh – Computational Science
Febin Kuriakose – Organic Chemistry
Xin Li – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Yuan Lin – Analytical Chemistry
Juan Macy – Physics
Juan Jose Mejia Marin – Physics
Kevin Mueller – Computational Science
Nora Elisabeth Mueller – Clinical Psychology
Marcelina Lapuz Nagales – Computational Science
Carrie Lee O’Reilly – Aquatic Environmental Sciences

Nawaraj Paudel – Physics
Ryan Michael Remondelli – Meteorology
Gabriel Alberto Rodriguez Linera – Physics
Jennifer A. Rogers – Aquatic Environmental Sciences
Daniel Rosales Giron – Computational Science
Marjan Sadeghi – Computational Science
Daryn Alysse Sagel – Computational Science
Ryan Anders Ahlbom Schubert – Oceanography
Chesnea Alysse Skeen – Meteorology
Frederick Soster – Meteorology
Pranay Tarafdar – Statistics
Kirsten Analise Tucker – Analytical Chemistry
Molly Susan Wibeus – Biological Science
Jingze Zhang – Computational Science
Zehzong Zhang – Financial Mathematics

Professional Science Master
With Major In

Anna Michelle Johnson – Aquatic Environmental Science

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Anna Ioannidis Adams – Analytical Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Roper

“An Integrated Microluidic Platform for Online Analyses of Hepatic Metabolism”

Orhan Akal – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Adrian Barbu

“Learning Chan – Vese”

Brian J. Albanese – Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. N. Bradley Schmidt

“Performance Monitoring Under Threat in PTSD: An Event-Related Potential Study”

Shayena Waqiaan Aldossari – Mathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Mark Van Hoeij

“Algorithms for Simplifying Differential Equations”

Nawaf Awad Almuntsry – Geology
Major Professor: Dr. James Tull

“Structural Evolution of the Mulberry Recess Eastern Blue Ridge-Talladega: Northwest Georgia Appalachians”

Major Professor: Dr. Aline Kalbian

“Leo XIII and the Development of 20th Century Catholic Theology”

Steven Austin – Computational Structural Biology
Major Professor: Dr. Wei Yang

“Simulation and Analysis of Protein-Motion Coupled Solvation Structure and Dynamics”
Tara Ashley Baldrick-Morrone – Religion
Major Professor: Dr. Nicole Kelley
“Let’s Not Retell This Myth about the History of the Thing’: Disrupting John T. Noonan, Jr.’s Grand Narrative of Christian Opposition to Abortion”

Connie Barroso Garcia – Developmental Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Colleen Ganley
“Growth, Fixed, and Maybe More? Investigating the Conceptualization of Intelligence Mindset in Math”

Brian Bartoldson – Computational Science
Major Professor: Dr. Gordon Erlebacher
“Generalization Performance and Properties of Pruned Neural Networks”

John Henry Bergschneider – Mathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Wolfgang Heil
“2-Stratifolds with Finite Fundamental Group”

Joseph William Boffa III – Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. N. Bradley Schmidt
“Development of a Novel Intervention for Invasive Suicidal Thoughts Informed by Cognitive Behavioral Models of Anxiety”

Nick Byrd – Philosophy
Major Professor: Dr. John Schwenkler
“Reflective Reasoning for Real People: Clarifying the Role of Reflection in Philosophy, Science, and Bias”

Bruno Chiurliza Matos – Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Joiner
“ Provision of Gun Locks to Increase Their Use in an At-Risk Sample”

Ashley Elizabeth Christensen – Literature, Media, and Culture
Major Professor: Dr. Barry J. Faulk
“It’s Still Women’s Work’: The Gendered Great Divide and Feminist Subversion in Women’s Contemporary Fiction”

Jessica Shepard Cohen – Literature, Media, and Culture
Major Professor: Dr. Alisha Marie Gaines
“Stealing A Way: The Problem of Dwelling and the Politics of Space in Toni Morrison’s Historio-Spatial Quartette”

Michael T. Conry – Computational Science
Major Professor: Dr. Alan Lemmon
“The Impact of Recombination on Phylogenetic Analysis”

Jarrett W. Cruz – Geology
Major Professor: Dr. William Parker
“Utilizing Indian Ocean Calcareous Nanofossil Biostatigraphy of Miocene Sediments to Investigate Tectonic and Climatic Forcing During the Evolution of the Himalayas”

Zihan Cui – Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Jinfeng Zhang
“Two Studies on Genomic Data Analysis”

Scott Filmore Davis – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Eric Hsiao
“Diversity of Type II Supernovae”

Taylor Day – Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Amy Wetherby
“Characterizing Difficulties with Emotion Regulation in Toddlers with Autism Spectrum Disorder”

Michael Dieciuc – Cognitive Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Walter Boot
“Thinking Serial or Thinking Parallel? A Process Oriented Exploration of Dual-Process Theories”

Meghan Lynn Donovan – Neuroscience
Major Professor: Dr. Zuoxin Wang
“The Gut-Brain Axis and Behaviors in a Socially Monogamous Rodent Species”

Patrick Eastham – Biomathematics
Major Professors: Dr. M. Nicholas J. Moore and Dr. Nicholas Cogan
“A Novel Model for Precipitation Reactions in Microfluidic Devices”

Lydia Parker Marie Eldredge – Mathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Kathleen Petersen
“Minimal Mahler Measure in Cubic Fields”

Matthew Charles Ellis – Materials Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Naresh Dalal
“Understanding the Magnetic and Optical Properties of Lanthanide-Doped Oxide Nanoparticles and Heterometallic Formate Metal–Organic Frameworks”

Ashley Cristine Ernst – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Volker Crede
“Photoproduction of Cascade Baryons using the GlueX Detector at Jefferson Laboratory”

Alan Febrero Parma – Spanish
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Leeser and Dr. Lara Reglero
“The Second Language Acquisition of Spanish Accusative Clitics”

Jamie Lee Fox – Financial Mathematics
Major Professor: Dr. G. Okten
“Applications of Polynomial Chaos to Monte Carlo Simulation”

Brandon Fultz – Materials Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Justin G. Kenemur
“Synthesis, Self-Assembly, and Modification of Poly(vinylpyridine) Based Block Copolymers for the Creation of Well-Ordered Chained Nanomaterials”

Heli Gao – Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Jonathan Bradley
“Bayesian Hierarchical Models with Latent Conjugate Multivariate Random Effects”

Seyed Meysam Ghaffari Dehkordi – Computer Science
Major Professor: Dr. Piyush Kumar
“Using Social Media Data to Identify Health Risks”

Jose Francisco Gonzalez Ledesma – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Volker Crede
“The Study of Beam-Recoil Polarization Observables for \( p \rightarrow K^0\Omega^+\)”

Edgar González Rodríguez – Organic Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Igor V. Abagyan
“Polyarenar n-Extension via Radical Alkyne peri-Annulations”

Opal Jane Graham – Mathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Philip L. Bowers
“Rigidity of Point and Sphere Configurations”

Philip Ryan Grech – Literature, Media, and Culture
Major Professor: Dr. John McCoy Kilgore
“The United States of Psychopathy: Sympathy and Savagery in American Literature, 1776-1865”

Johnathan Loren Gross – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Simon Capstick
“Calculation of Isospin Symmetry Violating Baryon Mass Splittings and Hybrid Baryon Masses”

Yangzi Guo – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Adrian Barbu
“A Study of Feature Interactions and Pruning on Neural Networks”

Aleks J. Gurfinkel – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Jorge Piekarzewicz
“Centrality Reach and Grasp: Analyzing the Attenuation of Influence Flows in Parametrized Centrality Measures on Complex Networks”

Haibin Hang – Mathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Washington Mio
“A New Formulation of 1-D Persistent Homology Via Correspondence Modules”

Mary Bernadette Hertz – Inorganic Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Susan Lattumner
“Explorations in Flux Synthesis: From Layered Materials to f-block Chemistry”

Alan Hicks – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Huan-Xiang Zhou
“On the Application of Molecular Dynamics Simulations to the Study of Intrinsically Disordered Proteins”

Melanie Allison Hom – Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Joiner
“Identifying Correlates and Predictors of Help-Seeking and Treatment Engagement Among Undergraduates at Elevated Suicide Risk”

Bradley Hupf – Statistics
Major Professors: Dr. Eric Chicken and Dr. Debayshi Sinha
“Methods in Monotone Single-Index Models Using Functional and Scalar Covariates”

Janelle Yvonne Jennings-Alexander – Literature, Media and Culture
Major Professor: Dr. Maxine L. Montgomery
“Reading Whiteness: Applications of Critical Whiteness Theory to 21st Century Black-Authored Fiction”

Zhicheng Jin – Materials Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Hedi Mattoussi
“Characterizing Difficulties with Nanocrystal Growth, Surface Chemistry to their Bio-applications”
Steven Thomas Lane – Religion  
Major Professor: Dr. John Kelsay

“The Anonymous Sovereign: Christian Ethics, Political Theology, and the Bureaucratic State”

Eitan Jacob Lees – Computational Science  
Major Professor: Dr. Sachin Shanbhag

“A Simplified Nonlocal Model for Local Corrosion”

Weijia Leng – Analytical Chemistry  
Major Professor: Dr. Michael G. Roper

“Microfluidic Platforms for Evaluation of Islet Function”

Donghang Li – Statistics  
Major Professor: Dr. Adrian Barbu

“Steerable Convolutional Neural Networks”

Zhiqiu Li – Applied & Computational Mathematics  
Major Professor: Dr. Lingjiong Zhu

“Option Pricing for An Affine Jump-Diffusion Model”

Yang Liu – Applied & Computational Mathematics  
Major Professors: Dr. Mark Sussman and Dr. M. Yousuff Hussaini


Jason Scott Lynn – Biological Science  
Major Professor: Dr. Karen Mcginnis

“The Epigenetic Influences on Chromatic-Interacting Proteins and Transcriptional Responses to Stress in Maize”

Juan J. Macy – Physics  
Major Professor: Dr. Luis Balicas

“Physical Properties of Fe3GeTe2 and Fe5GeTe2”

Calyn Briann Maske – Neuroscience – Psychology  
Major Professor: Dr. Diana Williams

“Impaired Satiation in Disordered Eating”

Amanda M. May – Rhetoric and Composition  
Major Professor: Dr. Michael R. Neal

“New(er) Accounts, New(er) Networks: An Examination of Writing Center Social Media Practice”

Matthew Thomas McCurdy – Applied & Computational Mathematics  
Major Professors: Dr. M. Nicholas J. Moore and Dr. Xiaoming Wang

“Convection in Coupled Fluid-Porous Media Systems: A Tale of Two Fluids”

Hiram Gabriel Menendez Santiago – Physics  
Major Professor: Dr. Winston Roberts

“Angular Distributions, Polarization Observables, Spin Density Matrices and Statistical Tensors in Photoproduction of Two Pseudoscalar Mesons Off a Nucleon”

Christopher Michaels – Literature, Media, and Culture  
Major Professor: Dr. Stanley E. Gontarski

“Terraforming Modernism”

Nathaniel Andrew Moats – Religion  
Major Professor: Dr. John Kelsay

“Jettisoning Legitimate Authority? A Thomistic Response to Just War Thinking”

Sherez Renee Mohamed – Spanish  
Major Professor: Dr. Carolina Gonzalez and Dr. Anjite Mun Kendall

“A Socio-Phonetic Perspective on Language Contact: The Case of Arabic-Spanish Bilinguals in Puerto Rico”

Mohammad Mostafanejad – Physical Chemistry  
Major Professor: Dr. Albert Eugene DePrince III

“Reduced Density Matrix-Based Models for Strongly Correlated Electrons”

Michael Evan Niemeier – Mathematics  
Major Professor: Dr. Ettore Aldrovandi

“Central Extensions of Simplicial Groups and Presheaves of Simplicial Groups”

Peter Osne – French  
Major Professor: Dr. Martin Munro

“Les Quartiers Immondes D’Haïti: L’image du Bidonville Haïtien dans l’œuvre Romanesque de Lyonel Trouillot”

Deniz Öztürk – Biomathematics  
Major Professor: Dr. Nick Cogan

“Dynamics of Reversible and Irreversible Fouling and Optimal Control Analysis of Backwashing Timing for Hollow Fiber Microfiltration”

Arun Kumar Polala – Financial Mathematics  
Major Professor: Dr. Giray Okten

“Multilevel Monte Carlo and Debiased Monte Carlo Methods in Financial Engineering”

Wesley Myrl Potter, Jr. – Inorganic Chemistry  
Major Professor: Dr. Susan E. Lattuiner and Dr. Thomas E. Albrecht-Schmitt

“Syntheses of Actinide Materials: Metal Flux and Supercritical Reactions”

Jonathan Caleb Putman – Analytical Chemistry  
Major Professor: Dr. Alan G. Marshall

“Chromatographic Methods and Characterization Techniques for Petroleum Products”

Kai Qi – Statistics  
Major Professor: Dr. Wei Wu

“Dirichlet Depth for Point Process”

Farooz Ahmed Rather – Creative Writing  
Major Professor: Dr. Bruce M. Horack, Jr.

“The Night of Broken Glass”

Tiffany Trick Robayna – Spanish  
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Leeser

“Teaching Grammar Online; the Intersection between Computer Assisted Language Learning and Processing Instruction in Spanish Second Language Acquisition”

Gabriel Alberto Rodriguez Linera – Physics  
Major Professor: Dr. Sean Dobbs

“A Study of gamma p -> KaKs p with the GlueX Experiment”

Megan Leigh Rogers – Clinical Psychology  
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Joiner

“Evaluation of Real-Time Risk Factors Associated with Suicidal Intent and Behaviors”

Elizabeth Leslie Rubio – Physics  
Major Professor: Dr. Samuel L. Tabor

“The Nuclear Structure of $^{24}\text{Na}$, $^{35}\text{S}$, $^{41}\text{Ca}$, AND $^{41}\text{K}$”

Linlin Sha – Statistics  
Major Professor: Dr. Jinfeng Zhang

“Statistical Methods for the Analysis of High-Dimensional and Heterogeneous Data”

Lizhen Shi – Computer Science  
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Mascagni

“Leveraging Big Data and Machine Learning Technologies for Accurate and Scalable Genome Analysis”

Taylor Adam Shropshire – Oceanography  
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Stukel and Dr. Eric Chassignet

“Quantifying Larval Dynamics for Atlantic Bluefin Tuna in the Gulf of Mexico Under Current and Future Climate using a Biophysical Ocean Modeling Framework”

Hillary Lauren Smith – Clinical Psychology  
Major Professor: Dr. Jesse Cougile

“Biting Your Tongue: Experimental Effects of Reducing Anger Expression”

Carlos Jose Soto – Biostatistics  
Major Professor: Dr. Anuj Srivastava

“Structural Data Analysis in Bioinformatics - with a Focus on Chromosomes and Proteins”

Jamie Ann Spiegel – Clinical Psychology  
Major Professor: Dr. Christopher Longian

“Examining the Dimensionality of Short-Term and Working Memory in Elementary School-Age Children”

Ian Harrison Stanley – Clinical Psychology  
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Joiner

“A Randomized Clinical Trial of Lethal Means Safety Counseling for Young Adults at Risk for Suicide with Firearm Familiarity”

Bradford Edge Stockdale – Philosophy  
Major Professor: Dr. Alfred Mele

“On Challenges to Free Will: Contemporary Debates in the Metaphysics and Science of Free Will”

Zhe Su – Mathematics  
Major Professors: Dr. Eric Klassen and Dr. Martin Bauer

“Elastic Shape Analysis of Curves and Surfaces”

Zhiji Tang – Statistics  
Major Professor: Dr. Fred W. Huffer

“A Pair Correlation Function for Non-Stationary Spatial Point Processes Which Depends on Covariates”

Matthew Charles Taylor – Philosophy  
Major Professor: Dr. Alfred Mele

“Moral Agency and Situationism”
William John Thrasher III – Computer Science
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Mascagni

“Sharp Restart in Walk-on-Subdomains”

Radhika Vaidyanathan – Neuroscience – Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Elizabeth Hammock

“Oxytocin Receptor in Sensori-Motor Circuits and its Association with Hypothalamus Activity”

Meghan Velez – Rhetoric and Composition
Major Professor: Dr. Michael R. Neal

“Framing ‘Quality’ in Context: An Analysis of Writing-Focused Quality Enhancement Plans”

Margaret Ann Vogel – Biological Science
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Miller and Dr. Olivia Mason

“Determinants of Microbial Community Composition and Diversity in the Phyllosphere of the Seagrass Thalassia testudinum”

Weisu Wang – Computer Science
Major Professor: Dr. Andy Wang

“Tags: A Unifying Primitive for the Storage Data Path”

Micaiah J. Ward – Biological Science
Major Professor: Dr. Darin Rokyta

“Experimental Evolution of Venom Resistance: A New Paradigm in Toxin Target Identification”

Erica Lynn Wells – Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Kofler

“Evidence Against Emotion Inference Deficits in Children with ADHD”

Natalie Lauren Wilver – Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Jesse Cougle

“Effects of Safety Behavior Fading on Appearance Concerns and Related Symptoms”

Kangwei Xing – Financial Mathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Arash Fahim

“Model-independent Superhedging with Portfolio Constraints in Continuous Time under Weak S Topology”

James Robert Pewitt Yancey – Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Christopher Patrick

“Probing Attentional Networks During Aversive Cueing: Associations with Threat Sensitivity”

Canlin Zhang – Biomathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Xiuren Liu and Dr. Richard Bertram

“Natural Language Processing by Deep Neural Networks”

Peng Zhao – Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Yiyuan She

“Statistical Analysis for Complex Data by Generalized Indirect Dependency Learning and Slack Empirical Likelihood”

GARNET & GOLD SCHOLARS

Tatiana Ahlbum
Maria Alva
Amber Brown
Sasha Campbell
Kristie Dick
Arnel Garcesa
Kendell Higgs
Elizabeth Jenkins
Stephen Lemarand
Joshua Miller
Juliana Nicholls
Bridget Nievinski
Nicholas Ordieres
Emily Partington
Megan Proctor
Emari Shuler
Bradley Truel
Stephanie Vetrano

STUDENT VETERANS OF THE UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES

Johnny Ray Aaron
Aaliyah Nicole Abarzua
Vincent Michael Accardi
Anthony Alfonso
Mikiya Barber
Vincent John Bartuccio
David Hunter Blue
James Brodie Burgess
Gregory David Burris
Andre Celestin
KaDeCa Clarke
Brian Deal
Christopher Robert Delbaugh
Ryan Diaz
Eric Daniel Dolan
Matthew Charles Ellis
Jonathan Michael Eppes
Joseph Bryse Godio
Javier Eyvian Gomez
Marcos Antonio Iturribeitia
Cody Akeakamai Johnson
Loukens Darnel LaLoi
Mariana Lanes
Timothy A. Lee
Eric Devon Lewis
Constantine Nikolayevich Logvin
Brianna Loya
Christopher Luksa
Zechariah Michael Lund
John James Madden
Shane A. McClanahan
Trevor Carrington Merton
Justin Nagy
Adam William Nazworth
Joel Thomas Pallon
Taylor Reed
Richard Russell
Andrew Davis Shouse
Bryan A. Shuler
Katherine Abigail Skipper
Joseph Noel Suarez
Ulysses Turner
LeNieca Jennelle Venzant
Alexander Clifford Weeks
Jarred Ross Levi Westbrook
Jade Ashlie Whatley-Webb
Evan J. Wilson
Chastity Wofford
Dylan Lucien Yagle
Tyler Yelito

ROTC

To Be Commissioned as Second Lieutenant
In the United States Air Force

Kalvin E. Bazan
Christina J. Gomez
Marcos A. Iturribeitia
Vanessa M. Perez

To Be Commissioned as Second Lieutenant
In the United States Army

Sean S. Crimmins
Nicholas Fair
Trace C. Richter III